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Abstract
Social media provides increasing opportunities for users to voluntarily share their
thoughts and concerns in a large volume of data. While user-generated data from
each individual may not provide considerable information, when combined, they in-
clude hidden variables which can convey signicant events. In this thesis, we pursue
the question of whether social media context can provide socio-behavior “signals” for
scio-economic index prediction. e hypothesis is that crowd publicly available data in
social media, in particular Twier, may include predictive variables which can indicate
the changes of socio-economic indexes.
We developed content-based and user-centric prediction models where the objective
is to employ Twier content to predict whether the rates increase or decrease for the
prospective time-frame. In order to collect Twier data, we developed an activity-
based sampling approach to collect credible users. e intention is to target users
who are historically active rather than those who do not have enough contributions
in the past. In fact, the idea is to decrease activity gaps or missing opinions of users by
developing a data collection method, in which active users are selected for retrieving
historical tweets.
Since our problem has a sequential order, extracting meaningful paerns from histor-
ical tweets involves temporal analysis. Prediction models require to address informa-
tion evolution, in which data are more related when they are close in time rather than
further apart. We introduced a four-phase temporal topic detection model to infer
predictive hidden topics. e model includes document partitioning, topic inference,
topic selection, and document representation phases. In fact, a dynamic vocabulary
is built to detect emerging topics. e extracted topics are compared over time to se-
lect more diverse and novel topics in each time consideration. e selected topics as
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predictive features are then applied in the proposed prediction models. e prediction
models were evaluated for crime prediction in Chicago, Houston, San Francisco, and
Philadelphia. e conducted experiments revealed the correlation between features
extracted from the content and crime rates directions. e ndings indicate that, ex-
tracted topics from content of active users achieved beer performance compared to
other features such as auxiliary ones. In addition, the proposed sampling approach
decreased missing opinions, therefore, the prediction performance was increased sig-
nicantly. Overall, the proposed models in Twier data collection and temporal topic
detection have contributions in user-based sampling approaches and sequential topic
detection problems, respectively. e research also provides insight into the correla-
tion of social content and crime trends as well as the impact of social data in providing
predictive indicators.
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Owing to the spread of Microblogs, opportunities for individuals to voluntarily share
their thoughts, concerns, and opinions have dramatically increased. User-generated
content has been widely adopted to both explore the language of crowds and leverage
this in real world problem predictions. e vast amount of publicly available content
has been utilized to predict real-time notications [1], social conicts [2], and public
health risks [3]. In fact, content includes those certain paerns that describe diverse
communities, opinions, and social behavior. ose certain paerns, captured from the
context of all individual users, are the result of using dierent phrases, expressing
various sentiments or having a distinguished language model between users.
In this thesis, we assume that social media context can provide “signals” for predict-
ing socio-economic indexes. While predicting social indexes rely on the availability of
historical data, social context provides ideal data resource for many real world predic-
tions. e hypothesis is that publicly available data in social media, in particular Twit-
ter, may provide predictive variables which can indicate future social indexes without
being limited to the availability of historical records. Twier is a beer data resource
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compared to other Microblogs, since the culture of sharing content with public pro-
vides a more relaxed seing. In fact, knowing audiences has signicant impact on
“self-presentation” for online users[4]. In Twier, this implies that users share their
thoughts with public with less concern for social expectations.
We leverage Twier data to predict the changes of social indexes. In this thesis, the
problem of trend prediction is to detect the directions of the target trends based on the
previously posted tweets. In fact, we converted the problem of real world trend pre-
diction to text classication. In contrast to many classication problems, the proposed
text classication does not suer from the lack of annotated data. Training data is gen-
erated by annotating voluntarily shared content as learning examples with knowledge
inferred from the trend. is model infers labels from the environment, events, meta-
data or any background knowledge captured from the problem. In fact, the concept
of data annotation is similar to other labeling approaches, such as the classic lexicon-
based approach [5]. In this approach, polarities or labels are inferred based on a set
of vocabularies. us inspired, in our prediction models we infer labels based on the
changes in the objective trends. e content of collective users is labeled positive or
negative if the trend goes up or down in the prospective time-frame, respectively.
However, when dealing with the content of users, activity gaps or the sparsity of users’
activities decrease the performance of prediction models. In fact, users who are not
constantly active over time raise the issue of missing data, therefore, their content is
not credible for Twier-driven prediction models. Nevertheless, determining the sub-
set of “credible” users is crucial. While the majority of user sampling approaches focus
on individuals’ static networks, dynamic users’ activities are not usually considered,
which may result in activity gaps in the collected data. Models based on noisy and
missing data can signicantly degrade in performance. In this thesis, we investigate
how to sample Twier users in order to produce more credible data for temporal pre-
diction models. We present an activity-based sampling approach where users are se-
lected based on their historical activities on Twier. e predictability of the collected
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content from the activity-based and the random sampling is compared in a user-centric
temporal model for trend prediction.
Nevertheless, there are some challenges in exploiting content for trend prediction.
Despite having problems with processing the content of tweets, for example abbrevi-
ations and the limited number of characters, content has a time varying nature. As an
example, in our model, documents come as a stream where terms which appear in one
document may no longer be popular in upcoming documents. erefore, discussion
topics have the characteristics of birth and death [6, 7], such that, some words such
as “Democrat” and “Republican” are popular in users’ discussions before presidential
election but it is not certain that they remain as hot topics for a long period of time.
In fact, term usage in daily conversation changes based on users’ concerns and inter-
ests. erefore, we need to address temporality changes of terms in our prediction
model. e idea is to extract emerging topics as the predictive features, rather than
static topics where the distribution of terms does not change over time. In this regard,
we propose a topic model which builds a dynamic vocabulary to infer emerging topics
and fade away vocabularies which are no longer popular.
1.2 Researchestions
In this research, we aim to answer and investigate the following questions:
• Can content – as user-generated data – predict socio-economic trends?
In some domains, such as crime prediction, the contribution of social data as a
freely available data resource is less explored.
• Is the approach of generating training data, with the knowledge inferred from
the problem, eective in predicting a trend of interest?
• What are the most informative features for predicting the targeted problem?
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• How to tackle the problem of activity gaps on Twier?
• How to eciently extract topics for the prediction model over time?
1.3 Research Objectives
e main objectives of this research are to:
• Ascertain the contribution of the content, that is voluntarily shared on Twier,
in real world predictions such as socio-economic indexes.
• Present a user-based sampling approach based on dynamic users’ activities to
decrease missing opinions for prediction models.
• Develop a temporal topic detection model in which the changes in vocabulary
are leveraged to detect emerging topics.
1.4 Research Contributions
e following papers have contributed to the research outcomes:
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “A Temporal Topic-based Ap-
proach for Crime Prediction”, IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics (To be submit-
ted).
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “A User-based Filtering Ap-
proach for Prediction of Crime Trends from Sentiments of Active Users in Twit-
ter”, Journal of Social Network Analysis and Mining, Springer (Submied).
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– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Mining Twier Data for Crime
Trend Prediction”, Intelligent Data Analysis. Volume 22(1). January 2018.
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Activity-based Twier Sam-
pling for Content-based and User-centric Prediction Models”, Human-centric
Computing and Information Sciences, Springer. Volume 7(1). January 2017.
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Interpolative Self-training Ap-
proach for Sentiment Analysis”, the 3rd International Conference on Behavioral,
Economic, and Socio-Cultural Computing (BESC2016).
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Activity-Based Sampling of
Twier Users for Temporal Prediction Models”, the 3rd International Confer-
ence on Behavioral, Economic, and Socio-Cultural Computing (BESC2016).
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Mining Social Media for Crime
Prediction”, 2016 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence
(WI’16).
– Mehran Kamkarhaghighi, Iuliia Chepurna, Somayyeh Aghababaei, Masoud Makre-
hchi. “Discovering Credible Twier Users in Stock Market Domain”, 2016 IEEE/WIC/ACM
International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI’16)
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Temporal Topic Inference for
Trend Prediction”, in Data Mining Workshop (ICDMW), 2015 IEEE International
Conference on , vol., no., pp.877-884, 14-17. November 2015.
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Self-Labeling Approach for
Crime Trend Prediction from Twier data”, Social Computing, Behavioral-Cultural
Modeling, and Prediction. Springer International Publishing, 2015. (accepted)
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– Iuliia Chepurna, Somayyeh Aghababaei, and Masoud Makrehchi. “How to Pre-
dict Social Trends by Mining User Sentiments”. Social Computing, Behavioral-
Cultural Modeling, and Prediction. Springer International Publishing, 2015. 270-
275.
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi. “Crime Trend Prediction Using
Social Data”, Social Media and Society International Conference 2015 (SMSociety
15). Toronto.
– Somayyeh Aghababaei and Masoud Makrehchi . “Inferring Inuence of Twit-
ter Content on Crime Trend Prediction”. Poster at IBM Centers for Advanced
Studies: CASCON 2014.
1.5 Structure of the esis
is thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 provides the motivation for the research along with research questions,
objectives, and contributions.
Chapter 2 discusses a review on conventional crime prediction methods, Twier
driven prediction models, temporal topic detection, as well as Twier sampling ap-
proaches. In each subsection, we also discuss the motivation of this thesis based on
the proposed models.
Chapter 3 describes the proposed prediction models as well as the labeling approach.
Two models are presented for trend prediction; content-based and user-centric mod-
els.
Chapter 4 presents the proposed activity-based sampling approach along with the
evaluation of the data collected using the activity-based and the random sampling.
e datasets collected from both sampling methods are compared in terms of statistics
of the data, activity gaps, and prediction performance.
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Chapter 5 presents the proposed temporal topic detection. In addition, the results of
prediction performance using temporal topics is discussed. We also show the results
of other features such as sentiment, BOW, and auxiliary features.
Chapter 6 provides the summary of the thesis as well as the limitations and challenges
of the current study with future works and plans.
Chapter 2
Background and Related works
2.1 Twitter-driven Prediction Models
Twier with around 140 million of users [8] and 350 millions of tweets per day is
considered as a rich source of information to understand and predict users’ behavior,
public sentiments, and events of interest. ere have been enormous eorts in uti-
lizing content captured from Twier to predict real-time notications, social conicts,
and public health risks [9–11]. Leveraging user-generated data reveals underlying pat-
terns in dierent domains. Hale et al. [12] studied the validity of language gap between
dierent locations. In this research, latent factors were extracted from content, gener-
ated by individuals from dierent locations, and they were utilized to detect dierent
communities. In another study, Lotan et al. [13] discussed information ow across
dierent political communities and how they were captured by utilizing Twier con-
tent. In fact, content includes those certain paerns describing diverse communities,
opinions, and social behavior. ose certain paerns captured from context of all indi-
viduals are result of using dierent phrases, expressing various sentiments or having
distinguished language model between users.
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Aforementioned studies utilized Twier data from three dierent aspects: users’ pro-
les, users’ activities, and content shared by users. Users’ proles, such as the number
of followings and followers have been leveraged in many user-centric models deal-
ing with the expertise of users to detect the most inuential users in the domain of
interest [14–16]. In other studies, the activities of users such as retweets, likes, and
other users’ footprints were applied in learning models to extract meaningful insights.
For instance, using retweets as Word-of-Mouth Marketing [17, 18], tracking the evo-
lution of news sharing [19, 20], or detecting extreme events via retweets’ networks
[21, 22]. Also leveraging content shared on Twier aracted many aentions in both
user-centric and content-based models. e content refers to tweets which are lim-
ited to 140 characters and the context vary from daily activities to important news.
e tweets can include URLs referring to other pages or hashtags which reect the
similar topics as other tweets with the same hastags. In user-centric approaches, sen-
timents of users were inferred from their content to capture signicant events such as
important diseases [23, 24] and natural disasters detection [25, 26]. In content-based
models, opinions of crowd collectively provided predictive signals for prediction mod-
els [27, 28]. In this thesis, we also focus on leveraging content shared by users on
Twier to extract hidden variables as predictive signals for targeted problems.
2.2 Temporal Topic Models
Topic models were extensively applied to many text mining tasks either to indicate the
similarities between two sets of documents [29, 30] or to visualize high dimensional
documents to a set of well-structured variables for exploration [31–33]. Nevertheless,
with the increasing number of user-generated data in microblogs, there has been a
great demand for topic models for learning meaningful paerns from data. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [34] is a widely used probabilistic generative technique in
topic modeling that discovers underlying topics from text documents. In LDA, inputs
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are a bag-of-words representation of documents and outputs consist of latent topics.
A topic in LDA is a multinomial distribution of words in the vocabulary, while a docu-
ment is a multinomial distribution of topics. In LDA, documents are given as a batch,
which builds a static vocabulary for inferring topic distributions.
However, in temporal analysis, where information changes over time and upcoming
text documents most likely carry new terms, predening a xed vocabulary is not prac-
tical and raises many issues. First, topics have proven to have birth and death [6, 35],
when extracted from temporal text streams. erefore, there is a signicant need of a
dynamic vocabularies over time to address emerging terms in topic inference and fade
away vocabularies which are no longer popular. Second, in static LDA, insignicant
topics get high chances to be detected. In fact, topics consist of common words more
likely generated if the documents are given as a single group for topic inference be-
cause of having a broad range of documents (daily aggregation of conversations over
a long period of time). ird, topics related to signicant social events may not be cap-
tured. As an example in one day a high number of tweets can be observed due to a day
which coincide with some special events such as presidential election. If documents,
collected during a long period of time, are given as a single batch, topics related to a
specic event are less likely inferred due to the large number of words observed over
time.
A range of dierent approaches have been investigated in topic modeling for non-
temporal problems where topics were identied without consideration of topic shis
[36–39]. In contrast, a number of studies viewed topic identication with time dimen-
sion [40–44]. eir approaches in temporal topic detection were related to an online
learning process such as Online LDA [45], topics were extracted from the current time
slice, and reassigning topics for new documents happened by updating parameters
based on previously applied model. Whereas, we aim at detecting temporal topics
for training data where topic evolution happens in oine mode. e vocabulary is
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assumed to be dynamically updated over time to nd new topics and to capture the
evolution of previously detected topics.
Although topic modeling has been widely applied in many text stream analysis to
detect discussion topics in microblogs [46–48], the contribution of the detected topics
were less explored. Many studies evaluated extracted topics manually or they used
distance measurements [7, 43, 49] to investigate the eectiveness of their topic models.
Other approaches tried to understand the signicance of the topics by considering
their probabilities [7] or calculating their distances with junk topics [50]. However,
the feasibility of the signicance of detected topics in dierent applications was less
considered, which is the target of the current study.
2.3 Twitter Sampling
With the increasing number of Twier users, the volume of tweets have become over-
whelming and Twier sampling, the selection of subset of tweets or users, is particu-
larly relevant. Many sampling techniques were studied ranging from topical [51–53]
to user-based approaches [54]. e rst set of techniques is topic-based sampling,
where specic keywords or hashtags were applied to collect tweets through Twier
API [3, 55]. is group of sampling limits the study around the content of shared topics
which are not scalable to many applications. e second group focused on sampling
a subset of users from their networks [51, 54, 56]. e drawback behind the laer ap-
proach is that, the availability of users’ posts over time was not considered. In fact,
there is no guarantee that sampled users are active on a daily basis. e historical
activities of users are necessary for temporal models where content (in content-based
models) [57, 58] or user timelines (in user-centric models) are aggregated consider-
ing their timestamps [59–61]. erefore, the activity gap is the main challenge for
temporal prediction models, in which the performance of the models can be degraded.
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e most common sampling approach is random sampling using Streaming API, which
allows retrieving 1% of real-time data with some specic parameters. ere have been
many empirical studies dealing with the evaluation of the data sampled from the ran-
dom sampling with other approaches, including random vs Firehose [62]. is study
discussed the situations in which the random sampling had less coverage compared
to Firehose. However, when there were more specic parameters such as keywords,
random sampling could provide “enough” data as Firehose. In another study [51],
the Streaming API was compared with the Expert sampling. e expert users were
the users with high number of followers. In this study, content of expert users were
compared with random users in terms of trustworthy of their content. It was revealed
that expert content contained more diverse and popular topics and included less spam,
which has application in many topical extraction models such as breaking news detec-
tion. erefore, we can conclude from previous studies and the recent ones [63] that
expert sampling is rich in content and is more valuable for content-based models such
as topical models. In fact, Twier streaming preserves the statistics of the sample size
as the whole representative sample, but for content-based models which can benet
from the context, expert sampling is more superior. Hence, Streaming API is highly
dependent on the type of coverage and the targeted problem. Many empirical studies
evaluated the eectiveness of expert sampling in many dimensions such as trustwor-
thiness, diversity of discussion topics, statistic representative of samples, or sentiment.
However, there are many challenges in utilizing content of experts, whose corporate
accounts in social media are normally managed by a group of employees, compared to
random users. In many applications, ranging from content-based [64] to user-centric
[59], opinions of crowds collectively provide predictive signals for prediction models.
In fact, by ltering experts we ignore the valuable content coming from crowd and we
neglected the vast amount of information contributed by the citizens.
A vast amount of studies prefers network sampling rather than selection of experts
based on their popularities. In the network sampling, a subset of users are chosen
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from the entire network of collected users for perfect sampling. Dierent techniques
have been applied in recent years, of which Random Walk and Breadth-First Search
(BFS)[65] are well-known. However, the major problem with the mentioned tech-
niques is that, these techniques are biased toward high degree nodes similar to expert
sampling. A solution to this problem is the traditional Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC), which was proposed by White et al. [54]. ey applied a technique based on
MCMC and Coupling From e Past (CFTP) to have beer convergence in sampling.
ese methods ignore the activity of users over time, Whereas, in temporal models,
the presence of users over time is mostly needed.
In temporal models such as detecting targeted events [23, 66, 67], discovering spatio-
temporal topics [68, 69], or tracking users’ behaviors over time [70, 71], users’ activi-
ties or content shared over time are tracked to extract meaningful signals. erefore,
activity gaps or missing opinions can signicantly degrade the performance of both
content-based and user-centric models. Although many sampling approaches were
presented to select a subsets of users and content in static mode, there is a signicant
need of a sampling approach to address temporal aspect of data. In this thesis, we
investigate how to retrieve users to decrease the activity gaps. We also investigate
how much retrieved content from sampled users are eective for a temporal predic-
tion model. In fact, we leverage users’ proles to estimate their activities in the past
for the selection of the most active users as opposed to experts users.
2.4 Crime Prediction
Crime, which can be dened as any unlawful act punishable by law, not only aects
individuals who are involved but the society as a whole. In criminology, crime in all its
facets occurs due to a set of situations known as the “social context” [72]. Crime and
the risk of being victimized are variants that depend on the social context. Social con-
text in general is viewed by two dierent dimensions; physical and social. e physical
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view refers to the specic geographical locations where crime is more common, such
as locations with a higher population and a lower economic status or a limited acces-
sibility to education facilities [73]. However, social dimensions are concerned with
socio-psychological factors such as individuals personalities, level of education, stu-
dents behavior at school, or environment.
Crime analytics in general and crime prediction in specic have drawn the aention
of researchers to very diverse elds including law-enforcement and policing, social
science, and data mining. e main objective in crime analytics is to help law en-
forcement agencies to more eectively allocate their scarce resources by predicting
criminal movements which requires mining vast amounts of crime data, demographic
and socio-economic information, and recently, social data.
Various approaches have been undertaken to deal with crime prediction problems.
Conventional techniques, used by law enforcement agencies, were mostly based on
historical socio-economic indexes and demographic information. e historical data
were collected from the areas of concentrated crime, known as hot-spot maps, and
were applied to predict distributions of crime from dierent natures [74, 75]. e
studies are peculiar to a specic location and thus cannot be generalized. To overcome
this problem, other techniques were proposed to incorporate background knowledge
about spatial features, such as the distance to intersections and highways, schools
and businesses, and other information about the neighborhood [76, 77]. Mohler et
al. [78] proposed a framework that models future crimes as the consecutive to cur-
rently commied. However, there was some debate that whether these maps indicate
the concentration of all crime types [74]. As an example, taxicab robberies take place
in dierent locations which are not always representative of high crime regions [74].
Another major issue is the lack of data for prediction models. In fact, in conventional
methods, historical criminal records must be available for prediction models. Overall,
the main drawback of these methods is that they reduce the social context to histor-
ical crime records while ignoring socio-behavioral data of the community including
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both victims and criminals. In fact, the contextual data can be leveraged as a signal to
predict upcoming incidents. Another line of the research considers social fabric of the
neighborhood as a key factor, which has an inuence on criminal activities [79, 80].
e most recent works studied the predictive power of mobile network activities for
the similar problem [81, 82]. All historical data, which is leveraged in the mentioned
models, is grouped into three main categories: the location of criminals, the locations
they live and appear such as escape route and tourist regions, time and weather, and
the criminals’ networks.
As discussed earlier, the main characteristic of the crime prediction methods is that
they leverage historical data of high crime areas for the prediction model. Despite
the fact crimes mostly happen in high crime neighborhoods, the information in a hot-
spot map of a small geographical size does not necessarily represent crime rates in
bigger communities. Studies showed that in community level, activities in hot-spot
maps were not always representative of future crime rates [83–85]. As a result, crime
prediction of a specic location can not be easily generalized to the other locations.
e location-specic characteristic of hot-spot map models implies that we need to
collect enough data from the location of the interest. An alternative approach is to
build a generalizing model from a type of data which is freely and publicly available
and not restricted to a geographic neighborhood. e social media data has these
characteristics in addition to its contextual features that can implicitly carry a socio-
behavioral state of the public.
ere have been enormous eorts in utilizing micro-blog data to predict real-time
notications, social conicts, and public health risks [1–3]. In fact, leveraging user-
generated data reveals underlying paerns in dierent domains. Chen et al. [86] ap-
plied textual content of Twier in the form of user language to detect name-calling
harassment. Joan et al. [87] also successfully implemented trend prediction on Twier.
In their work, individual behaviors that were extracted from content of daily tweets
were utilized to predict socio-economic indexes. In another study, Hale et al. [12]
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studied the validity of the language gap between dierent locations. In this research,
the latent factors, extracted from user-generated content, were utilized to detect the
communities. Considering other social topics, far too lile aention has been paid
to the eect of on-line user generated data and its associations with crime prediction.
Some studies leveraged density of the data captured from social media in crime predic-
tion. Bogomolov et al. [81] explored the predictability of the data coming from mobile
phones as what they call “human behavioral data” for crime prediction. Similarly, in
another study [88], the frequency of violent mobile messages were compared to the
residential population for capturing crime hot-spot. However, in both studies demo-
graphic information were exploited while contextual social data were not included in
the prediction model.
e idea of applying social data for crime prediction can be observed in the works
conducted by Wang et al. [36], Gerber [8], and Chen et al. [89]. e former is the
rst one to bring social media context into the problem of crime prediction. Wang et
al. extracted event-based topics from posted tweets to predict hit-and-run incidents
in Charloesville, Virginia. Although the approach is novel, the source of data is lim-
ited to a set of manually selected news agencies and neglected the vast amount of
information contributed by the citizens. Also the assumption that content of these
posts reect the most recent local events is not always valid. Finally, it is not clear
whether the same predictability will be observed when forecasting incidents, other
than hit-and-run. Gerber [8] recently utilized social media data to enhance Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) for crime prediction. Unlike previous authors, Gerber did
not impose any restrictions on the source of tweets. He also assessed how much im-
provement can be achieved by adding topics extracted from Twier for dierent crime
categories. Similarly, Chen et al. [89] utilized the sentiment of Twier data along with
weather condition in KDE for predicting the locations and time of the crime. is
study is limited to the spatial information such as weather data for specic time and
regions. In the mentioned studies, KDE as a location dependent technique cannot be
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easily generalized to the other cities. ere is also some types of crime which are not
occurring in vicinity of previous incidents and the population of one area may changed
frequently [88].
While most of the research on crime prediction is limited to the specic locations,
crime types, communities and users, or focused on the specic events, our proposed
approach is one of the rst crime prediction approaches that can be generalized to any
location. Furthermore, the proposed model learns the directions of changes rather
than the occurrence of crimes. e importance of detecting crime trend direction is
that policy makers and law enforcement agencies are mostly interested to see if the
crime in a neighborhood is declining or not. e other advantage of our approach
compared to some of the previous researches is that it works for a wide target range of





Time series analysis deals with developing dierent methods for three types of move-
ments: Trend, seasonal, and irregular movements. In trend analysis, a long term move-
ments is targeted, which is called trend curve. However, in seasonal variations or cyclic
movements, the target is to measure identical behavior of time series during specic
period of time such as a month, or a week. In irregular movements, there is no spe-
cic paern repeated over time and random movements will occur. As an example, in
event detection models [90, 91], the goal is to detect irregular behavior of time series
to drive meaningful reasons of the random changes. In fact, the intention is to nd
causes of changes. However, the goal of this thesis is nding predictive signals rather
than causes of changes. In fact, we focus on trend prediction of time series to predict
a long time movements using some predictive variables which are not certainly the
causes of changes. ey are some indicators which are driven from social media to
capture the changes of time series.
Socio-economics index prediction, similar to any other signal prediction, is a chal-
lenging task. For example, predicting that 25 incidents of homicide will occur next
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day seems impossible. On the other hand, the question “ what direction does the trend
may take tomorrow” may lead us to some extent to a plausible answer. What we mean
from “direction” is the sign of the change at t(i) compared to some reference such as
t(i − ∆r), in which ∆r is the lead or lag between the documents and time series. A
positive change means, signal has a rising trend while a negative change has the op-
posite meaning, and obviously zero indicates no change in signal between t(i − ∆r)
and t(i). Figure 3.1 shows an example of time series data with the directions of data
intervals.
Figure 3.1: An example of crime time series with data intervals of high (red) and low
(green) crime trend.
We employed crime trend prediction as a targeted problem. e problem of crime trend
prediction is considered as a binary classication problem where the objective is to de-
tect the directions of crime trends. Previous studies [8] shown that the classication
approach is eective in predicting the occurrence of dierent crimes, in which class
“one” and “zero” are dened as if a specic crime type will occur or not, respectively.
However, in our model, classes are directions of crime indexes. In fact, the predic-
tion problem is transformed into a supervised classication task that predicts whether
crime rates increase or decrease for the prospective timeframe.
Prior to classication, a set of N training documents of the form
{(x1, l1), (x2, l2), ..., (xN , lN)} are generated in which xi is the feature vector of
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the i-th document and li is its assigned label. For the purpose of creating documents
X =
⋃N
i=1 xi, two dierent approaches are applied; concatenation of the content for
the content-based approach and the aggregation of user opinions for the user-centric
model. In fact, historical tweets are employed into two dierent models; content-based
and user-centric models – they both aim to discover conclusions from user-generated
content. In the user-centric model, the content of selected users are aggregated based
on users’ timelines, to extract meaningful paerns [59], while in the content-based
approach, the content of all individuals are combined together with respect to the
event of interest [57]. e generated documents are then associated with a set of
labels. e labels are inferred from the knowledge obtained from the targeted problem
(here crime index), which is the directions of rates in the prospective timeframe.
Although the labels are inferred in the same manner for both models (content-based
and user-centric), they have dierent strategies of generating documents. Figure 3.2
shows the framework of the data generation for both models as well as the timeline.
Aer Twier users were sampled (the sampling approach will be discussed in the
next chapter), they are fed to the REST API to retrieve historical timelines of the
selected users. e collected data along with the crime rate directions are employed
in the content-based and user-centric prediction models, which are discussed in the
following subsections.
3.2 Content-based Model
As discussed earlier, in the content-based model, documents are generated based on
timestamps of tweets posted by all users without ltering any users. In fact, this model
captures collective paerns from the crowd rather than a selected group of users. All
observed users are considered as crowd, as opposed to the user-centric approach. In
order to generate training examples, a set of temporal document are generated. Let
di = {p〈i〉1 , p
〈i〉
2 , ..., p
〈i〉
m } denotes a document, which consist of a set of posts shared at
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Figure 3.2: e framework of the data generation model.
time t(i). Let D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} be a set of temporal documents or in general tem-
poral data, which is dened as a state in time. e state is represented by vector of
features di = (f1, f2, ..., f|V |), where V is the global vocabulary. Since each state di is
sampled at time t(i), then D =
⋃n
i=1 di is the result of n consecutive sampling. One
important pre-processing task in time-series data, is smoothing to increase the pre-
dictability and to reduce the noise and outliers. Hypothetically, temporal data which
is a high-dimensional time-series data can be also smoothed. In our model, each state
is represented by a document and a naive smoothing is a rolling averaging algorithm
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(3.2)
where q is the size of aggregation window, di is a series of posts shared at time t(i)
or in our case the day i, and xi is a document. All relevant tweets are aggregated into
a signal document without targeted ltering. As a result X is an N × |V | document-
term matrix (Eq.3.2) where V is the global vocabulary. e vocabulary V is simply a set
of all distinct words appeared in all collected, relevant tweets. Although no keyword
search is conducted, a blind ltering including stopword reduction and low-frequent
term reduction is applied to the vocabulary. erefore, xi is dened as the average of
a set of documents from j to day j − q + 1, retrospectively.
Several preprocessing tasks such as low frequent term and stopword removal may be
applied to xi. In the content-based approach, documents are represented with terms as
features, which are referred to N-gram model without ltering any specic keywords.
One might speculate that we must collect keywords to emphasize on oensive lan-
guage implying a rough context. Nevertheless, content is a rich data which contains
valuable hidden variables including activities, topic of discussions, public interests,
and sentiments, which might not be necessarily carried by oensive language.
3.3 User-centric Model
In the second model, instead of data aggregation across all users, documents are gener-
ated from the individual opinions in dierent time slots. If a user u1 has a post at time t
and user u2 also posted something at the same time, the content of each is employed as
a unique feature or an user-dependent feature rather than combining them together.
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k is a global vocabulary. In order to aggregate tweets based on user time-


























where q is the size of aggregation window, M is the total number of users, dm is a
timelines of a user aer aggregation, and xi is a document consist of a series of user
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(3.4)
where si,m is the sentiment of the user m, which belongs to document i. Since the
idea of this model is considering a sample of users representative of the sentiments
of all users, we used Language Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) [92] to detect the senti-




In order to infer the labels, let Y = {y1, y2, ..., yn} be the target time series whose
future values are to be predicted. e time series Y is sampled in time steps t(i),
1 ≤ i ≤ n. To convert regression-based prediction into classication, the continuous
signal Y has to be mapped into a categorical set which is called the set of labels. ere
are several techniques to infer labels from a continuous variable such as quantization
or direction of changes in rates. Due to the nature of the research, we adopt trend
analysis of the continuous rates for labeling:
li = sgn(yi+∆r − yi), if




where ∆r is the lead or lag from current state (xi) and target label, li is the label at t = i
and L is the sequence of labels in n consecutive time steps. Aer inferring labels, a set
of annotated examples is generated by associating high dimensional temporal data to
one dimensional target labels inferred from time series of interest,
∀xi ∈ X, xi → li, D = {(x1, l1) , (x2, l2) ..., (xN−∆r, lN−∆r)}. (3.6)
e objective of the proposed method is to predict whether the trend of interest in-
creases or decreases for the perspective time-frame. erefore, a set of training data
(D) is given to a binary classier as follows:
D = {(xi, li)|xi ∈ R, li ∈ {−1, 1}}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N −∆r (3.7)
where in our target problem (crime trend prediction) xi is learning documents and the
label (li) is derived from the changes in crime indexes when comparing the current
index (i) with the index of (i+ ∆r). e inferred label is dened as follows:
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li =
 1 ifrate(i) < rate(i+ ∆r)−1 otherwise (3.8)
where rate (i) and rate (i + ∆r) are crime index at i and i + ∆r according to our
historical data.
Chapter 4
Activity-based Sampling of Twitter
Users
4.1 Introduction
Twier’s public and open nature provides great opportunities for its users to actively
participate in sharing their opinions and produce high quality content that is reective
of their tendencies and preferences in their day-to-day life [4]. is vast amount of
publicly available user-generated content is applied to many applications ranging from
tracking human social behavior [2, 87, 93], detecting events of interest [1, 3, 12], to
smart business [94] where domain knowledge is collected through social media. ese
studies are either concerned with pulling Twier and aggregating tweets as bulk or
tracking historical tweets over time in order to nd meaningful paerns for targeted
events. e main challenge of the former studies is the limitation of the Twier API
in accessing only 1% of all existing tweets. However, despite this limitation, the laer
studies are concerned with retrieving historical timelines of users.
To tackle the above issues of retrieving more tweets beyond the 1% threshold and
obtaining historical timelines, topic-based sampling and the REST API are both shown
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to be more eective [95, 96]. In topic-based sampling [51], a set of specic keywords
or hashtags are applied to collect tweets through the search API. A very substantial
problem with this group of sampling is that it is limited to the studies around the
content of shared topics, which is not scalable to many applications. In contrast to
topic-based models, the REST API can be a user-based scenario, which provides access
to user history.
In the case of the REST API, a set of Twier users are needed in order to retrieve
historical tweets. However, the issue of selecting a credible subset of users still remains.
e credible users refer to whom they have less activity gaps. Nevertheless, many
network-based sampling approaches were studied, which focus on sampling a subset
of users from their networks [54] or sampling users based on their popularities [97].
e drawback behind the network-based sampling is that, a set of users are sampled
from a static network while ignoring the availability of their posts over time. In fact,
there is no guarantee that sampled users are active on a daily basis, which is necessary
for temporal models.
In this thesis, we sample Twier wherein, we propose an activity-based sampling
method to retrieve a selection of users for the REST API. In the activity-based sam-
pling, we leverage users’ proles to extract their historical activities. e most active
users are assumed as “credible” users for employing in a temporal prediction model.
We address two main characteristics in our sampling model: (a) obtaining the most
active users, (b) avoiding missing content or activity gaps over time. e term active
users does not refer to celebrities, news agencies, or major companies whose corporate
accounts in social media are normally managed by a group of employees.
We gathered two samples of Twier users using our proposed sampling approach and
random users. e random users refer to users who post in real-time, which are col-
lected using streaming API. Since Streaming API is widely used approach in many
topical and user-based models [98–100], it is important to assess the eectiveness of
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the activity-based sampling proposed in this study compared with random sampling
using the Streaming API. e selected users from both approaches are employed in the
REST API to collect their historical tweets. We compare the content of users, selected
from both sampling approaches in dierent aspects, including statistical properties
and predictability in temporal models.
We employ the collected historical content in two temporal prediction models; user-
centric and content-based which were discussed in the previous chapter. Both of the
aforementioned approaches are considered to be temporal models, which suer from
the challenge of retrieving tweets over time. In a temporal model where content is
tracked to detect a set of paerns, the availability of tweets over time signicantly af-
fects the model performance. erefore, temporal models suer from activity gaps or
missing data. We can evaluate the eectiveness of our proposed sampling compared
with the random approach in providing more credible content while mitigating the ef-
fect of missing content. Overall, the data gathered from the activity-based and random
sampling are compared in three main aspects:
(a) Timelines: Do the samples provide enough data for the given period of time?
(b) User activity: How is the data coverage during the period of interest. Do we
observe missing posts over time?
(c) Content credibility: How eective is retrieved content for the temporal user-
centric and content-based models?
4.2 Sampling Approaches
e objective of this chapter is to present a sampling approach to collect the best rep-
resentative users for the REST API. In contrast to oen used Streaming API, the REST
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API can be a user-based approach with less limitation to access Twier data. Given
a set of users, the REST API provides access to historical timelines, with the limita-
tion of at most 3,200 recent tweets for a single user. e main challenge is how to
sample Twier users to avoid the absence of data in historical tweets. Nevertheless,
absent data could be inevitable, users do not necessarily share posts on a daily basis.
However, as far as possible, to avoid missing opinions in historical tweets, we address
some characteristics for the selection of users. In this method, the interest is to nd a
set of the most active users while showing no bias toward individuals with a high or
low number of tweets. We collect users selected by two dierent sampling strategies;
a random approach using the Streaming API and an activity-based sampling which is
based on the historical activity of a user. e use of the network-based sampling is
not considered in this study due to the nature of the targeted problem. In this study,
we are looking for independent opinions, while the network sampling (users and their
networks) is biased toward the same opinions.
4.2.1 Random Sampling
As discussed earlier, random sampling is the most common approach to access data
streams. In order to obtain random users, we gathered 1% of tweets using Streaming
API. e historical timeline of the randomly selected Twier users are retrieved using
the REST API.
4.2.2 Activity-based Sampling
In this method, the interest is to nd a set of active users while being unbiased to
individuals with very high or low numbers of followers. In our sampling approach,
two factors are considered: the period of time a user is active and its daily number of
tweets. Since these specications are not available, we retrieve them from user proles.
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For each tweet, user prole of its author is retrieved, which includes some elds such
as: status count and created at. For each user, two main specications are calculated
as follows:
1) e number of days a users is active (days). In order to understand for how many
days a user is active, we calculate the number of days the user’s prole was generated
till the current time. A longer period of activity is a primary criteria for the selection.
As we track the content of users over time, users who recently became members are
ignored.
2) e average number of tweets per day (tweets day): As this parameter is irretriev-
able, we leverage the total number of tweets for the user and the number of days a
user is active
tweets day = total tweets/days (4.1)
where we assume a user has uniform activity behavior. A user is considered active
if it has a high number of active days (days) and a high number of tweets per day
(tweets day). e active users are classied by using the number of followers to lter
out accounts belonging to celebrities, news agencies or major companies. In addition
to not being rely on network properties, the proposed sampling method is not topical
model for crime prediction. In topical sampling methods are keyword and domain
specic, however, we focus on historical number of days and tweets of a specic user.
4.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate how much the proposed sampling approaches can mini-
mize the lack of data and deliver more informative content. e historical timelines of
the selected users from two dierent approaches; the activity-based and the random
sampling are retrieved using the REST API. We evaluate the feasibility of our sampling
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approach compared with the random sampling in retrieving historical tweets. We be-
gin with comparing statistical characteristics of data collected from both approaches.
e intention is to understand how well data are distributed over time for both sam-
pling approaches. We then evaluate the credibility of the content in the proposed
temporal prediction models (discussed in Chapter 3).
4.3.1 Datasets
We tackle crime prediction as a case study. e idea is how to predict crime rate
changes from the tweets posted earlier. We collected Twier data and crime rates
from Chicago, Illinois between January 2014 and October 2015. Chicago has been
targeted due to its importance as the third populous city in U.S as well as being among
top three cities, which aracted the highest number of visitors during 2012.
1
It has
been also ranked as the rst in the number of murders, second in robbery, and third
in the number of property crimes based on an FBI report during 2013.
2
4.3.1.1 Crime Data
e criminal records were extracted from Chicago Data Portal
3
. is Data Portal is a
rich resource providing all reported incidents on a daily basis, which are retrieved from
Chicago Police Department system. Information of frequent crimes that have been
reported between January 2014 and October 2015 were collected. Each record contains
its timestamps, exact location, and crime type. e dates refer to the time of primary
investigation, and crime type derived based on the FBI classication system. Figure 4.1
presents the crime rate time series (aggregated rates of all dierent crime types). e




S. Department of Justice, FBI: hp://www.i.gov
3
City of Chicago Data Portal: hps://data.cityofchicago.org
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such as New Year’s day and Christmas. However, they might be the result of missing
data.
Figure 4.1: Daily number of crime rates over 600 days for accumulation of all dierent
crime types.
4.3.1.2 Twitter Data
In order to retrieve historical Twier data, two sets of Twier users were collected us-
ing the random and activity-based sampling as discussed in previous sections. Histor-
ical timelines of the selected users were retrieved and restricted to the same timeframe
– between January 1, 2014 and October 1, 2015.
Figure 4.2 presents the number of selected active users over 30 days for the activity-
based sampling. e gure indicates two dierent trends: “Unseen” stands for the
number of active users who are selected each day, and “ Seen” represents the number
of users labeled as active but already selected for that day. As can be observed, the
number of new active users who are not detected decreases over time. Due to the
increase of repeated users, the process of collecting active users was terminated aer
almost one month. We applied the REST API to retrieve their historical timelines of the
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selected users. Historical timelines of the users were restricted to the same timeframe
of crime rates - between January 2014 and October 2015.
Figure 4.2: Daily number of users (y-axis) over 30 days (x-axis).
4.3.2 Comparing Timelines
We compare the number of posts (see Figure 4.3a) and users (see Figure 4.3b) observed
on a daily basis from both datasets. e historical tweets obtained from the active
and random users are mapped between our consideration period of time using their
timestamps, we did not go back more than 600 days because of the low number of
activities. As a result, we reached tweets during January 2014- October 2015. Figure
4.3a presents that the daily number of tweets from the active users are higher than
tweets of the random users. is can be an asset for content-based models where the
availability of content is crucial for the performance of a temporal topical model. For
topical models where a set of parameters, such as keywords or hashtags, is retrieved
from the collected content, a sampling approach with more coverage might be able
to extract more data over time. Figure 4.3b shows the daily number of unique users,
dened as those who post at least once per day. From the gure we can observe that
the daily number of active users obtained from the activity-based sampling is higher
than the number of users from the random sampling. For each day, a higher number
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of users were active for the activity-based sampling compared to the random users. In
user-centric models, the number of available active users plays an important role in
providing interesting paerns for targeted problems [101, 102]. Figure 4.4 also shows
the histogram of daily number of tweets and daily number of users to beer indicate
the coverage of the both sampling approaches.
e statistics of historical tweets and users presented in Table 4.1 indicated that the
activity-based sampling compared to the random has beer coverage in terms of num-
ber of tweets and users. In fact, One of the key question of this study is how to e-
ciently capture historical tweets which then is applied for content-based and user-
centric temporal models. Content-based models are challenged with the number of
tweets available on daily basis and in user-centric approaches, the number of available
active users plays an important role.
Table 4.1: Statistics on the size of users and posts observed on a daily basis for both
sampling approaches.
Daily users Daily tweets
Activity-based Random Activity-based Random
MIN 3,116 2,128 13,952 8,555
STD 1,987 1,326 24,061 9,135
AVG 6,328 4,160 41,568 20,591
MAX 11,077 7,131 125,782 45,352
In more details we are also interested to know how many tweets each individual has
posted. In general, the REST API has a limitation of providing only 3,200 (or slightly
higher) number of tweets of a specic user. However, if the targeted user did not post
more than 3,200 tweets, we can retrieve entire timelines of the selected user. Figure 4.5
show the distribution of overall posts between users for the random and activity-based
sampling. e Figures capture very interesting paern that most of the users (5,350)
in the activity-based approach are active and have more than 3,000 number of tweets.
Surprisingly, many users in the random sampling were not active during the selected
period of time. ey were mostly active only during the time data were collected and
had no contributions in the past. More than 3,000 users from the random users had
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(a) Daily number of tweets. e x-axis shows the days and the y-axis
presents the number of tweets.
(b)Daily number of users. e x-axis shows the days and the y-axis presents
the number of users.
Figure 4.3: Daily number of tweets (a) and active users (b) captured from activity-
based and random datasets.
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(a) Activity-based (Number of tweets) (b) Random sampling (Number of tweets)
(c) Activity-based (Number of users) (d) Random sampling (Number of users)
Figure 4.4: Histogram of daily number of tweets and active users captured from the
activity-based sampling and the random sampling. e x-axises show the daily num-
ber and the y-axises present the frequencies.
less than 100 tweets during the past. e selected users in the random sampling do not
have long time contribution in posting tweets. ey were mostly active during data
collection, therefore, the number of historical tweets were not signicant.
4.3.3 Comparing Activity Gaps
We also investigate the presence of user activity over time, which is the key element
in user-centric approaches. Models directly working with user streams are prone to




Figure 4.5: Distribution of overall posts between users.
during data collection or simply users are not active during a specic period of time.
Although activity gaps are inevitable, it is crucial to retrieve the most active users
while avoiding activity gaps in their timelines. While random sampling ignores the
activity of the selected users during the past, the activity-based sampling selects users
based on their historical timelines. Figure 4.6 shows the daily activity of the 100 most
active users during 632 days for the activity-based and random sampling respectively.
In this gure, the indexes of the users (y axis) were ploed against the period of
time (x axis). e vertical black bar indicates a user has at least one tweet in that
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specic days where the white space shows the absence of the user. In fact, the gure
indicates the activity of each user over the consideration period of time. Although
the top 100 active users, who posted the highest number of tweets, were selected
from both approaches; the activity gaps in the random sampling is inevitable. It can
be due to the selection of users based on their activities in the streaming time rather
than their historical contributions. However, from the Figure 4.6, we can observe that
the activity-based approach signicantly reduces the absent data, which are more
applicable in user-centric approaches.
4.3.4 Comparing Credibility
We evaluated the credibility of the datasets in prediction models. e predictability of
the content extracted from active users were compared with the content retrieved from
the random users in two models: the content-based and user-centric approaches. As
discussed before, both models are temporal classication models with dierent doc-
ument generation approaches. e classier is linearSVC, which is the implementa-
tion of liblinear [103]. LinearSVC is faster compared with LinearSVM, since kernel
transforms are not used and it scales beer for large datasets in a linear classication
problem. e evaluation was processed by calculating the Macro-averaged F1-score
and using rolling origin [104] as the common method for training and evaluating the
performance of the model for series observations. In this approach, the training set is
the rst i (80% of the dataset) and it is tested on the i+1th document. In the second it-
eration, the training set is moved one document forward (the rst i+1) and it is tested
on the i+ 2th document. is process is continued until all the test data is classied.
e experiments are conducted in which the content is applied to predict crime trends
with dierent lags. In this regard, document xi which has been generated at time ti,
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(a) Rastergram of daily activity by 100 most active users for the activity-based sam-
pling.
(b) Rastergram of daily activity by 100 most active users for the random sampling.
Figure 4.6: Rastergram of daily activity.
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is labeled with crime trend li with dierent lags (see Equation 3.6 in Chapter 3). e
lag does not stand for a week or a day, it is a window of time in which crime rate
directions are captured. As an example, if lag = 1 (∆r = 1), each document is labeled
with the direction of the crime trend in a day later. In each dierent lags, the classier
is fed with the generated training data separately. For instance, Figure 4.7 shows the
crime trend of BATTERY between a period of 14 days and the generated labels (either
+1 or -1) for lag = 1 (Figure 4.7a) and lag = 2 (Figure 4.7b) respectively. In the case of
these two dierent lags, documents are labeled as presented in Table 4.2, where x1 is
a document aggregated at time t(1) and l1 is its assigned label. e performance of
the classier in lag = 1 and 2 are evaluated separately.
Table 4.2: Labeling approach for lag = 1 and lag = 2.
Lag = 1 Lag = 2
x1 → l1 : sgn|y2 − y1| = +1 x1 → l1 : sgn|y3 − y1| = +1
x2 → l2 : sgn|y3 − y2| = +1 x2 → l2 : sgn|y4 − y2| = +1
x3 → l3 : sgn|y4 − y3| = +1 x3 → l3 : sgn|y5 − y3| = −1
x4 → l4 : sgn|y5 − y4| = −1 x4 → l4 : sgn|y6 − y4| = −1
x5 → l5 : sgn|y6 − y5| = −1 x5 → l5 : sgn|y7 − y5| = −1
x6 → l6 : sgn|y7 − y6| = −1 x6 → l6 : sgn|y8 − y6| = −1
x7 → l7 : sgn|y8 − y7| = +1 x7 → l7 : sgn|y9 − y7| = +1
4.3.4.1 Prediction Performance: Content-based Model
As discussed before, the content-based model is based on generating documents
from aggregating content as bulk with regards to the tweets’ timestamps. For pre-
processing, we removed stop-word as well as low and high frequent words. We also
employed chi-squared for feature selection. e documents were examined with bi-
nary and tf-idf representations, however, the best results were achieved using binary
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(a) Lag = 1



















(b) Lag = 2
Figure 4.7: e crime rates of Baery during 14 days and the labeling approach based
on (a) lag = 1 and (b) lag = 2.
representation. Table 4.3 illustrates the F-measure of the prediction for the content-
based model where both, the content of active and random users, were employed over 7
lags. e highlighted results indicate which content (activity-based or random) is more
credible with respect to a specic lag. As an example, the content of the activity-based
sampling is more predictive (F-measure = 0.67) compared to the content of random
users (F-measure = 0.65) for NARCOTICS when the lag =7. e results demonstrate
that the performance of the activity-based sampling for most of the lags are higher
than the random sampling. e content of activity-based sampling has higher pre-
dictability in accumulation of all crime types. e predictability of the activity-based
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content is 27% higher than the random sampling, which indicates the eectiveness
of the activity-based sampling for the content-based model where the objective is to
predict the directions of indexes. However, in some cases such as BURGLARY and
PUBLIC VIOLATION, the dierence between the predictability of the two datasets is
not considerable. Overall, the results indicate that the proposed activity-based sam-
pling generates more predictive content for ALL and most of the crime types, such as
BATTERY, NARCOTICS, and PROSTITUTION, with F-measure up to 0.86.
4.3.4.2 Prediction Performance: User-centric Model
e same sets of experiments were conducted for the user-centric model in which the
intention is to leverage individual timelines for document generation. e documents
were presented with normalized sentiment scores as discussed in Chapter 3. We ex-
amined the credibility of documents with dierent labels. e results were presented
in Figure 4.8 for all users as well as the top 500 users (Figure 4.9). From the results we
can observe that in most cases (lags), the content obtained from the activity-based
has a higher predictability compared with the random sampling. In the best case,
“All” crime with lag = 6, the activity-based sampling has achieved an F-measure up
to 0.85, which is 35% higher than the random sampling. Overall, the content of active
users were shown to be more credible for the proposed user-centric model, which can
be the result of having fewer activity gaps compared with the random sampling. In
fact, according to the results, the importance of the activity-based sampling for the
user-centric model is more signicant compared with the content-based model.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 also show the result of prediction over seven dierent lags when
positive and negative sentiments are employed separately. e results of using posi-
tive sentiment in Table 4.4 indicate that in most cases, the content of the activity-based
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Table 4.3: e prediction performance for content-based over 7 lags.
Activity-based
Lag = 1 Lag = 2 Lag = 3 Lag = 4 Lag = 5 Lag = 6 Lag = 7
Narcotics 0.51 0.54 0.52 0.53 0.58 0.53 0.67
Interference 0.66 0.57 0.56 0.54 0.62 0.52 0.64
Deceptive 0.65 0.52 0.57 0.64 0.65 0.62 0.51
Criminal tresspass 0.64 0.57 0.58 0.62 0.57 0.64 0.56
Criminal damage 0.43 0.6 0.7 0.65 0.6 0.56 0.54
Sexual Assault 0.55 0.67 0.55 0.57 0.52 0.51 0.54
Burglary 0.52 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.52
Baery 0.61 0.7 0.62 0.72 0.67 0.66 0.6
Assault 0.46 0.47 0.57 0.52 0.5 0.54 0.56
ChildrenOense 0.62 0.58 0.67 0.62 0.57 0.59 0.62
Prostitution 0.57 0.59 0.7 0.68 0.68 0.58 0.68
PublicViolation 0.46 0.51 0.47 0.51 0.55 0.55 0.53
Robbery 0.55 0.56 0.47 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.56
SexOencse 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.61
e 0.65 0.55 0.52 0.6 0.62 0.58 0.62
WeaponViolation 0.64 0.52 0.51 0.62 0.61 0.54 0.55
All 0.77 0.74 0.7 0.86 0.76 0.7 0.73
Random
Lag = 1 Lag = 2 Lag = 3 Lag = 4 Lag = 5 Lag = 6 Lag = 7
Narcotics 0.5 0.51 0.57 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.65
Interference 0.64 0.54 0.52 0.51 0.53 0.54 0.55
Deceptive 0.63 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.68 0.67 0.60
Criminal tresspass 0.51 0.53 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.52
Criminal damage 0.42 0.62 0.69 0.68 0.65 0.56 0.51
SexualAssualt 0.52 0.51 0.54 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.51
Burglary 0.53 0.5 0.52 0.53 0.57 0.54 0.52
Baery 0.46 0.67 0.65 0.71 0.7 0.7 0.57
Assault 0.46 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.55
ChildrenOense 0.58 0.57 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.54 0.57
Prostitution 0.62 0.62 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.64 0.54
PublicViolation 0.44 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.53 0.49
Robbery 0.5 0.54 0.51 0.56 0.5 0.49 0.44
SexOense 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.54 0.52
e 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.53 0.61 0.58 0.55
WeaponViolation 0.57 0.58 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.52 0.53



























0.9 t(6) = 7.313, p<0.001
t(6) = 2.091, p<0.05


































Figure 4.8: Predictability for user-centric approach over 7 lags for “all users”. “All” is
the overall crime rates.
approach achieved more predictability compared to the content of random users. e
same paern was observed when negative sentiment is employed (Table 4.5). e high-
lighted results show in which case the content of the activity-based sampling is higher
than the content of random users with respect to a specic lag. However, the best re-
sults over seven lags for DECEPTIVE PRATICE, CRIMINAL TRESSPASS, CHILDREN
OFFENSE and PROSTITUTION were presented in Figure 4.10 and for all crimes in Ta-

























0.9 t(6) = 3.717, p<0.05
t(6) = 5.652, p<0.001


































Figure 4.9: Predictability for user-centric approach over 7 lags for “Top 500 users”.
“All” is the overall crime rates.
be more credible for the proposed user-centric model, which can be the result of hav-
ing less sparsity in users’ activities compared with the random sampling. In fact, the
activity-based sampling captures users with fewer activity gaps, therefore, the avail-
ability of content over time signicantly eects the predictability as shown in this
experiment.
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Table 4.4: Macro F-measure of the prediction performance for active and random
users based on positiveness.
Random
∆r = 1 ∆r = 2 ∆r = 3 ∆r = 4 ∆r = 5 ∆r = 6 ∆r = 7
Narcotics 0.42 0.47 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.49 0.58
Interference 0.41 0.48 0.52 0.51 0.43 0.49 0.44
Deceptive 0.44 0.48 0.5 0.59 0.62 0.53 0.59
Criminal tresspass 0.48 0.5 0.51 0.52 0.59 0.47 0.52
Criminal damage 0.36 0.62 0.56 0.56 0.6 0.51 0.47
SexualAssualt 0.43 0.46 0.52 0.56 0.5 0.6 0.47
Burglary 0.48 0.52 0.48 0.51 0.5 0.6 0.51
Baery 0.45 0.55 0.6 0.6 0.58 0.6 0.55
Assualt 0.4 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.58 0.48 0.51
ChildrenOense 0.43 0.52 0.54 0.5 0.56 0.52 0.4
Prostitution 0.55 0.57 0.62 0.63 0.55 0.52 0.52
PublicViolation 0.37 0.38 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.5 0.42
Roberry 0.46 0.54 0.47 0.53 0.44 0.43 0.5
SexOense 0.39 0.5 0.5 0.49 0.54 0.55 0.52
e 0.46 0.49 0.51 0.6 0.56 0.58 0.53
WeaponViolation 0.42 0.5 0.48 0.51 0.53 0.47 0.42
All 0.65 0.77 0.67 0.71 0.76 0.65 0.7
Activity-based
∆r = 1 ∆r = 2 ∆r = 3 ∆r = 4 ∆r = 5 ∆r = 6 ∆r = 7
Narcotics 0.55 0.59 0.66 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.65
Interference 0.58 0.53 0.62 0.55 0.61 0.52 0.51
Deceptive 0.59 0.58 0.52 0.55 0.55 0.58 0.55
Criminal tresspass 0.55 0.59 0.67 0.52 0.58 0.53 0.57
Criminal damage 0.57 0.57 0.66 0.55 0.64 0.64 0.58
SexualAssualt 0.58 0.57 0.59 0.55 0.62 0.67 0.51
Burglary 0.59 0.57 0.62 0.52 0.59 0.53 0.59
Baery 0.58 0.62 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.58 0.6
Assualt 0.65 0.64 0.66 0.59 0.54 0.54 0.53
ChildrenOense 0.55 0.51 0.5 0.63 0.52 0.65 0.58
Prostitution 0.67 0.61 0.57 0.71 0.62 0.6 0.54
PublicViolation 0.55 0.64 0.57 0.6 0.52 0.54 0.57
Roberry 0.44 0.51 0.54 0.48 0.55 0.47 0.52
SexOense 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.66 0.58 0.53
e 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.63 0.51 0.59
WeaponViolation 0.52 0.55 0.5 0.54 0.55 0.58 0.53
All 0.68 0.81 0.74 0.72 0.7 0.8 0.76
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Table 4.5: Macro F-measure of the prediction performance for active and random
users based on negativeness.
Random
∆r = 1 ∆r = 2 ∆r = 3 ∆r = 4 ∆r = 5 ∆r = 6 ∆r = 7
Narcotics 0.4 0.48 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.52 0.6
Interference 0.4 0.41 0.44 0.48 0.44 0.48 0.41
Deceptive 0.44 0.5 0.45 0.59 0.6 0.53 0.46
Criminal tresspass 0.38 0.52 0.5 0.59 0.49 0.51 0.57
Criminal damage 0.51 0.47 0.53 0.59 0.57 0.47 0.55
SexualAssualt 0.4 0.47 0.57 0.47 0.44 0.51 0.49
Burglary 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.54 0.49 0.53 0.47
Baery 0.47 0.58 0.53 0.6 0.52 0.6 0.5
Assualt 0.43 0.44 0.5 0.48 0.42 0.51 0.52
ChildrenOense 0.4 0.42 0.58 0.44 0.55 0.49 0.56
Prostitution 0.46 0.47 0.51 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.48
PublicViolation 0.43 0.39 0.47 0.46 0.5 0.54 0.49
Roberry 0.35 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.49 0.48 0.54
SexOense 0.44 0.43 0.47 0.53 0.51 0.5 0.53
e 0.43 0.46 0.48 0.59 0.46 0.5 0.49
WeaponViolation 0.48 0.44 0.37 0.43 0.47 0.46 0.45
All 0.65 0.76 0.66 0.7 0.78 0.71 0.72
Activity-based
∆r = 1 ∆r = 2 ∆r = 3 ∆r = 4 ∆r = 5 ∆r = 6 ∆r = 7
Narcotics 0.52 0.56 0.5 0.55 0.51 0.56 0.61
Interference 0.49 0.53 0.48 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.47
Deceptive 0.6 0.62 0.69 0.55 0.61 0.6 0.54
Criminal tresspass 0.49 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.48 0.59 0.6
Criminal damage 0.49 0.58 0.53 0.68 0.54 0.55 0.53
SexualAssualt 0.44 0.48 0.57 0.59 0.64 0.54 0.47
Burglary 0.57 0.61 0.55 0.67 0.66 0.56 0.55
Baery 0.44 0.64 0.53 0.6 0.58 0.56 0.56
Assualt 0.48 0.5 0.62 0.53 0.62 0.56 0.6
ChildrenOense 0.48 0.52 0.52 0.67 0.68 0.49 0.49
Prostitution 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.55 0.54 0.68 0.51
PublicViolation 0.53 0.61 0.59 0.47 0.47 0.53 0.45
Roberry 0.46 0.66 0.55 0.62 0.51 0.48 0.49
SexOense 0.46 0.46 0.5 0.53 0.63 0.67 0.54
e 0.54 0.63 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.43
WeaponViolation 0.53 0.52 0.48 0.5 0.56 0.56 0.51
All 0.65 0.83 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.81 0.69
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Figure 4.10: e best results obtained by the random and the activity-based ap-
proaches for both positive and negative sentiments.
Table 4.6: e best results obtained by the random and the activity-based approaches
for both positive and negative sentiments.
Crime type Random pos Random neg Activity-based pos User ltering neg
Narcotics 0.58 0.6 0.66 0.61
Interference 0.52 0.48 0.59 0.55
Deceptive 0.62 0.6 0.55 0.69
Criminal tresspass 0.59 0.59 0.67 0.6
Criminal damage 0.62 0.57 0.66 0.68
SexualAssualt 0.6 0.57 0.67 0.64
Burglary 0.6 0.54 0.62 0.67
Baery 0.6 0.6 0.62 0.64
Assualt 0.58 0.52 0.66 0.62
ChildrenOense 0.56 0.58 0.65 0.68
Prostitution 0.63 0.59 0.71 0.68
PublicViolation 0.5 0.54 0.64 0.61
Roberry 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.66
SexOense 0.55 0.53 0.66 0.67
e 0.6 0.59 0.63 0.63
WeaponViolation 0.53 0.48 0.58 0.56
All 0.77 0.78 0.81 0.83
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4.4 Conclusions
Identifying credible sources of content or users are important in many research prob-
lems aiming to drive a meaningful conclusion from the source of information. Perfor-
mance of the prediction models can be degraded from the missing data or the choice of
the collected content. is thesis has argued the importance of the selection of data for
the targeted problem. In this chapter, we focused on sampling Twier users to retrieve
their historical tweets for temporal prediction models. We presented an activity-based
approach that leverages user proles to estimate historical activities in the past for
the selection of the most active users as opposed to expert users. In this approach, we
selected users based on two factors: the number of days a user is active and the av-
erage number of user’s tweet per day. Both factors were calculated using user prole
elements such as “created at” and “status count”. In addition to the activity-based
sampling, we also gathered another set of users by random sampling, which is widely
used to collect users for the REST API.
e historical timelines of the selected users were also retrieved using the REST API.
e timelines of the collected tweets from both groups of users were limited to our pe-
riod of time consideration. We compared the primary statistical dierences between
two datasets in terms of historical timelines and users’ activities. Regarding the num-
ber of tweets and users, the activity-based approach has beer coverage compared to
the random samples. We also compared the overall number of tweets for each user.
Most of the users were active for the activity-based sampling, and the random users
had low activity during the selected period of time. In addition, the activity gap of both
sets of users were compared. e results indicate that active users had more contri-
butions in the past, while activity gaps in the random sampling are inevitable. In fact,
the activity-based sampling signicantly reduces the absent data because users were
selected based on their histories. Overall, the activity-based approach identies users
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who are more historically active, whereas in the random sampling high activity gaps
are observed.
In addition, we also studied the credibility of the content captured from both datasets in
the proposed temporal prediction models. We presented two temporal prediction mod-
els (user-centric and content-based) to compare the credibility of the content gathered
from the selected users. While, in the content-based model, documents are generated
based on historical tweets of all collected users, in the user-centric, documents are cre-
ated based on individual timelines. Both models were applied to predict the directions
of crime rates. e prediction models leverage historical tweets to predict crime rate
increases or decreases for the prospective timeframe.
e results of the content-based model indicate that the content of active users is more
credible in predicting the trend of interest. In the best case, the results is 27% higher
when using the content of active users. Overall, in 16 crime types out of 17, the activity-
based approach achieved the best results compared to the random sampling. is is
due to the fewer activity gaps observed in the collected tweets of the active users com-
pared to the random users. For temporal content-based models, such as our proposed
model, the availability of content over time plays a crucial role. In the user-centric
model, the same performance was observed. e content of active users has higher
predictability. In fact, the user-centric model relies on the availability of timelines of
users, which is highly aected by the activity gaps. As the results indicated, the perfor-
mance was signicantly higher in some cases (PUBLIC VIOLATION, ALL) compared
to the random sampling. Overall, the intention of this chapter was to show the impor-
tance of a target-oriented data sampling for temporal prediction models. erefore, in
the next Chapter, we employ the proposed data sampling approach to collect tweets




Topic models are extensively applied in many dierent purposes such as to indicate
similarities between two sets of documents [29], or to visualize a high dimensional
documents to a set of well-structured variables for exploration [31]. Nevertheless, with
the increasing number of user-generated documents in microblogs, there has been
great demand for topic models to drive meaningful paerns. Twier as one of the most
popular online services with more than 500 million Tweets sent each day generates
enormous social data where topic models can be used for summarizing text streams.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as a generative model in topic modeling [34] has
shown to be eective and highly applicable to convert content to a small set of hidden
variables. Documents are represented with a mixture of topics which in turn contain
a set of word distributions. In LDA model inputs are bag-of-words representation of
documents and output is assigned latent topics to each document in corpus. A topic in
LDA is multinomial distribution of words in a dictionary, while a document is multi-
nomial distribution of topics. Figure 5.1 presents the plate notation of LDA. A topic
model is learned by givingN number of documents with vocabulary of size |V |. In the
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learning phase, documents are given as a single group which builds a static vocabulary
for inferring topic distributions. However, in temporal modeling, emerged documents
are most likely carrying new terms, therefore, predening a xed vocabulary is not
practical. While topics have proven to have birth and death [6], when extracted from
temporal text streams, there is a signicant need of having dierent vocabularies over
time. Overall, in topic identication from temporal documents many major variables
such as size of vocabulary, number of topics, and topics distributions are reliant on
time. Another raised issue is inference of insignicant topics when applying static
LDA. Because of having broad range of documents (daily aggregation of conversations
over long period of time), topics consist of common words more likely are generated
if documents are given as a single batch. In addition, signicant social events have
high impacts on Twier content. As an example, in some specic periods of time, high
numbers of tweets can be observed due to coincident with some events which carry
information related to the events. To tackle the aforementioned issues, we propose a
model with the following characteristics:
• A model which can infer emerged topics and measure topics evolution.
• A model with the size not growing in time and being capable of detecting the
best representative topics. Vocabulary is updated, and previous unseen terms
fade away.
• A model which does not converge in topics aer long period of time. Conver-
gence can be prevented by applying LDA on each period of time rather than
transferring learning parameters from previous learned model.
• A model which can handle sequential data and can be updated with introducing
new documents.
In this thesis, we have also leveraged topics identied from text streams on Twier
to forecast social index changes. e assumption is that social data contain valuable
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information about topics of interest and events which may be correlated with the real
world problems. In order to investigate the correlation between discussion topics and
social problems, we present a temporal topic detection model. In temporal analysis,
time plays a crucial role for topic identication. Information is variant over time and a
ow of changes can be observed over long term consideration. As an example, Figure
5.2 presents the frequency of top 2000 words (stemmed words) over two consecutive
years (2012 and 2013) from our collected dataset. From the gure, we can observe
that the frequency of words are variant over time. As an example “gun”,“energi”, and
“basketball” were popular in 2012, while “cancer” and “campaign” were more popu-
lar terms in 2013. However, some words such as “data” and “develop” are constantly
repeated for the two years with similar word frequencies. In generic topic modeling,
LDA trains on static vocabulary where information evolution is not addressed. How-
ever, temporal topic model is based on dynamic vocabulary to identify emerged topics
over time. In this thesis, we introduce a temporal topic model to automatically identify
distinct topics and rank them based on their novelty and diversity. Further, they are
applied as representative variables for trend prediction. We also address how topics
change over time and how new topics emerge in each period of time. In general, we
leverage novelty and diversity in topics to capture social trend changes.
is chapter aims to achieve the following objectives:
• to leverage temporal topics derived from Twier in social trend prediction. In
fact, the main aim is mapping hidden variable extracted from daily conversations
with the crime changes in the following days.
• to involve time in topic identication in which, emerged topics are captured from
text stream over time.
• to eciently capture topic evolution and contribute novelty and diversity in
identifying topics.
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While information evolves over time, the idea of topic extraction with time dimension
shed a light to be an ecient model to infer the best predictive latent topics to surpass
the performance of prediction model.
Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of LDA. e parameters are as follows: α is
the hyper parameter per document topic proportion, in which θd is topic distribution
inferred for each document, Zx is inferred from θx, in which Zx is drawn |V | times
(|V | is the size of vocabulary), β is hyper parameter for per topic word distribution,
and φ is word distribution for each topic.
5.2 Temporal Topic Model
In this section, we propose our topical model to infer temporal topics as predictive
features for the proposed prediction models. As extensively discussed in the previous
section, topics are subject to change [6], when extracted from temporal text streams.
erefore, there is a signicant need to have dynamic vocabularies over time to address
emerging terms in topic inference and fade away vocabularies which are no longer
popular. To tackle the issue of changes of vocabularies in topic inference we develop a
model that has four phases: (1) Document segmentation, (2) Topic inference, (3) Topic
selection, and (4) Document representation. Figure 5.3 shows the general framework
of our temporal topic model.
e generic procedure of the proposed temporal topic model is presented in Algorithm
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Figure 5.2: Word frequency over two dierent years.
a set of topics is inferred for each partition. A time slice or partition is a unit of time
(a month, a year,…) in which documents are classied based on their timestamps. In
every iteration, topic similarities between two partitions are estimated. In fact, the
approach seeks for the degree of topic similarities between extracted topics in the
prospective time slice (partitiont+1) compared to the current time slice (partitiont).
e identied topics at partitiont+1 which are similar to the already detected topics
at partitiont are not selected. Aer selection of the proper topics, topic distributions
are inferred for the other unseen documents, based on the LDA models correspond-
ing to the partitions. In fact in Batch LDA, documents are given to LDA and topics
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are extracted, while our proposed temporal model divide the documents into dier-
ent partition. In each partition, the proposed model learns from each time-slice and
updates its parameters. e updated learning parameters are used in other slices to
infer the temporal topics. In this regard, the vocabulary will be changed. erefore,
we account for new words and dierent terms frequencies, while Batch LDA denes a
static vocabulary for topic inference.
e following subsections discuss the major steps of the proposed temporal topic
model.
Figure 5.3: e framework of the data generation model.
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Algorithm 1: Procedures of the temporal topic model
Input: documents X
Output: document-topic matrix
1: Initialize K and m
2: Given m, documents are placed into dierent partitions:




4: for each partition j = 1, ..., u do
5: Pj ← (x[(j−1)m+1], ..., x[(j−1)m+m])
6: Qj ← (x[(jm+1], ..., x[jm+m])
7: V ←
⋃
wPj // Regenerate vocab with words occurring in Pj
8: ldaj ← lda (Pj , kpj ,V ) // estimating LDA parameters based on the
training data in Pj
9: X temp(Pj)← ldaj[X] // inferring topic distribution for all documents
based on trained model (ldaj)
10: V ←
⋃
wPj //Regenerate vocab with words occurring in Qj
11: ldaj+1← lda (Qj , kQj ,V ) // estimating LDA parameters based on the training
data in Qj
12: X temp(Qj)← ldaj+1[X] // inferring topic distribution for all documents
based on trained model (ldaj+1)













15: If Sim(TQjk , T
Pj
K ) < threshold then
16: Regenerate X temp(Qj)
17: Xn∗K ← accumulation of all X temp(Qj), X temp(Qj);
5.2.1 Document Partitioning
Given all documents X with their timestamps, the documents are placed into dier-
ent partitions. As an example, if the observation period is 12 months and the size
of partition is one month, the documents are partitioned monthly according to their
timestamps. Figure 5.5 represents an illustration of temporal partitions for the infer-
ence of document-topic and document-term matrices. In each iteration, two dierent
sequential partitions are processed for topic inference. Documents in the rst parti-
tion are considered as a true representation of data (P ) and the second partition (Q)











where m is the size of each partition and x denotes the feature vector of a document.
Figure 5.4: e general schema of document partitioning.
5.2.2 Topic Inference
In our temporal model, the LDA parameters are inferred as presented in Algorithm 2
and 3. e process of topic inference will be continued by taking the next two par-
titions (Eq 5.1). In these algorithms, every two partitions, Pi and Qi, are considered
together. First, kP number of topics is predened and LDA is processed to estimate
parameters on segment Pi (Algorithm 2). Second, at the arrival of a new document for
the next partition (Qj), the LDA parameters are updated using the procedure explained
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of temporal partitions.
Algorithm 2: Generative process of LDA for Pj .




3: For each document xi from Pj :
4: Draw a distribution over topics θ
Pj
xi ∼ Dirichlet(αPj)
5: For each word in the document w ∈ xi:
6: Draw a topic z ∼Multinomial(θPjxi )
7: Draw a word w ∼Multinomial(φPjxi )
Algorithm 3: Generative process of LDA for Qj .




3: For each document xi from Qj :
4: Draw a distribution over topics θ
Qj
xi ∼ Dirichlet(αQj)
5: For each word in the document w ∈ xi:
6: Draw a topic z ∼Multinomial(θQjxi )
7: Draw a word w ∼Multinomial(φQjxi )
in Algorithm 3. In fact, by applying the new partitions, the vocabulary is periodically
updated over time and does not become too large.
For posterior estimation we applied Online LDA proposed by Homan et al. [105].
e model is based on online variational Bayes algorithm which is based on online
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stochastic optimization and known to be faster for parameter estimations with the
constant running time. In this approach, a probabilistic factorization of word count
matrix, which is a partition such as Pi or Qi, represented by a matrix.
e same approach for topic inference are implemented for the two next segments. In
fact, documents in new segment arrives and documents in the previous segments are
fade away ,therefore, vocabulary is periodically updated in each iteration and size of
process is not enlarging over time.
5.2.3 Topic Selection
In temporal topic detection, every two partitions are considered as heterogeneous
sources since they were generated in dierent timestamps. Accordingly, the topics
as the predictive variables (in our prediction model) derived from each partition are
variant due to emerging information over time. We address topic evolution by ignor-
ing topics repeated over time and selecting emerging topics in new partitions. is
topic selection process allows us to select the topics which are diverse enough to rep-
resent emerging context and provides more predictive features. Topic selection is im-
plemented in two steps. First, topic similarities are calculated and then, based on a
predetermined threshold value, topics with a similarity smaller than the threshold are
selected.
Similarities between topics extracted in partition Pj and Qj are processed on a one to
one level (see Figure 5.6). Two dierent distance measures, the Jaccard index and KL-
divergence, were applied. While the Jaccard index represents information ow at word
level, KL-divergence also applies word distributions. In fact, Jaccard addresses emerg-
ing words in the selection of topics and KL-divergence measures a non-symmetric re-
lation between topics and explains how upcoming topics (KQj ) are diverse compared
to the current time slice (KPj ). e similarity between each topic inferred from Qj
is compared with all the inferred topics from Pj . Topic similarities for each topic k,
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Figure 5.6: e general schema of topic selection with their asymmetric one to one
relationships.













where the distances are summed if a one to one linkage has low similarity. Dist is the
distance function calculated based on the Jaccard (DistJ) or KL-divergence (DistKL)
measurements.
e next step is to rank and select divers topics. Topic diversity is measured by one
of the two characteristics as follows: (i) a novel topic should have a dierent word
distribution compared to the previous partition; or (ii) a novel topic should introduce
emerging words to the dictionary which have the characteristics of not being appeared
in previous segment, or having dierent word distributions compared to previous time
slice, and bringing new emerged words in the vocabulary.
So far, for each two partitions the asymmetric one-to-one corresponding distance be-
tween topics were measured. To select the best emerging topics, a hybrid score as a
linear combination of their similarity measures are calculated. e rank is given to all






















Aer topic inference and selection, each document (xi) is represented by a set of novel
topics. If we assume K is the total number of selected topics, each document is pre-
sented with a vector of topic distributions as follows:
xi = (T1, T2, ...TK),
Tk = [0, 1], 1 ≤ k ≤ K
(5.4)
Each topic distribution is normalized with respect to the partition where the topic was
inferred. As an example, if the topic was extracted from the partition Pj , then the score
















k refers to the topic distribution for the document xi of partition Pj .
5.3 Results and Discussions
In this section, the experimental results are presented based on the contribution of dif-
ferent features: temporal topics, topics extracted from Batch LDA (LDA without time
consideration), Bag-of-Word (BOW), and sentiments for predicting crime trends. In
BOW model, the predictability of dierent smoothing windows (q) was examined. In
addition, a set of experiments was conducted to study the predictability of the content
compared with auxiliary features such as unemployment rates and crime rates in the
past. We also present how performance is dierent with the availability of historical
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data. For the topic model, experiments indicate that there is a need for an appropriate
temporal model for detecting latent topics. It is shown how the topics are variant when
inferred from the temporal model in terms of document-topic and term-topic matri-
ces. Moreover, we also examined the predictability of topics detected by the temporal
model compared with the batch model. Similar to the BOW model, the predictability
over dierent crime types as well as dierent lags is presented.
5.3.1 Experimental setup
e prediction model is the proposed content-based approach which was discussed in
Chapter 3. For the classier, we use linear Support Vector Machine with its “partial t”
function which allows online learning. For the topic identication, Online LDA pro-
posed by Homan et al. [105] was applied. eir model uses variational Bayes (VB) for
posterior inference, which has shown to be faster for large dataset analysis. We accel-
erate the processing time of LDA VB by using GPU-based library (BIDMach). BIDMach
is a library designed to process large datasets on GPU. Table 5.1 presents how BIDMach
can speed up the processing time of using LDA with the same implementation (Online
LDA [105]) compared to CPU.
Table 5.1: Performance on GPU Vs CPU.
System Time Iterations Data roughput Gops Mops/W
BIDMach online VB (680 GPU) 40 secs 20 40 MB/s 25 250
Blei batch VB 252000 secs 20 0.1 MB/s 0.05 (est.) 0.5
e overall number of detected topics is not predened since the proposed tempo-
ral model identies novel topics in each iteration and adds them to the total number
of nal topics. Topic distributions were normalized in a range of [0, 1]. In the topic
extraction phase, we applied dierently sized partitions ranging from yearly (m = 2)
to monthly (m = 12). e baseline is batch LDA with no time consideration as well
as Bag-of-Word model. e number of topics for Batch model were selected between
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[10,1000]. In the same manner, for BOW model, dierent number of features were
selected and examined and the best results were reported.
e evaluation was processed by calculating the Macro-average F-measure using
rolling origin approach [104] as the common method for training and evaluating the
performance of the model for series observations. In this approach, the training set is
the rst i and it is tested on the i+ 1th document. In the second iteration, the training
set is moved one document forward (the rst i + 1), and it is tested on the i + 2th
document. is process is continued until the test data is classied (see Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: e division schema for rolling origin evaluation.
5.3.2 Bag-of-Word Representation
We selected bag-of-words (BOW) model as a baseline to compare it with the topic
model. In BOW model, documents are texts with n-grams where n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We
removed stopwords and low-frequent terms. e documents were represented with
a binary and tf-idf representation. e best results were achieved using n = 1 and
binary representations. In the following subsections, we explain the results of using
BOW for the targeted prediction.
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5.3.2.1 Dataset Description
We collected Twier data and crime rates from Chicago, Illinois between July 1, 2010
and November 30, 2013. Chicago has been targeted due to its importance as the third
populous city in U.S as well as being among the top three cities which aracted the
highest number of visitors during 2012.
1
It has been also ranked as the rst in number
of murders, second in robbery, and third in number of property crimes based on FBI
report during 2013.
2
Crime Data e criminal records were extracted from Chicago Data Portal 3. is
data portal is a rich resource providing all reported incidents on a daily basis which
are retrieved from Chicago Police Department system. Information of all crimes which
have been reported between July 2010 and November 2013 were collected. Each record
contains its timestamps, exact location, and the crime type. e dates refer to the time
of primary investigation, and crime type derived based on the FBI classication system.
Figure 5.8 presents the crime rate time series (aggregated rates of all dierent crime
types). e sharp spikes and troughs are coincided with some specic events and dates.
However, they might be the result of missing data. A major decrease of overall crime
rates is observed during the entire period of time which is started in US in 1990s [106].
Twitter Data In order to retrieve the historical tweets, a set of Twier users was col-
lected and historical timelines of the selected users were then retrieved and restricted
to the same timeframe – between July 1, 2010 and November 30, 2013. Daily statistics
of the number of posts is presented in Figure 5.9. e observed spikes in Twier activ-
ity trend were corresponded with the important events in Chicago. e sharp spike in
2012 coincided with the presidential election in November. e high number of tweets
in February 2013 is associated with Super Bowl Sunday period. e last spike is related




S. Department of Justice, FBI: hp://www.i.gov
3
City of Chicago Data Portal: hps://data.cityofchicago.org
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Figure 5.8: Daily aggregated crime rates.























Figure 5.9: Daily number of tweets.





as the auxiliary resources to investigate the
expedience of their incorporation with Twier content and to understand the contri-
bution of content in prediction versus the other datasets.
e applied features are categorized into dierent groups including: content, senti-
ment, temporal, and auxiliary features. Table 5.2 depicts a selected list of features and
the way they are employed in the classier model.
• Content features: We extracted words from daily aggregated tweets. One
might speculate that we must collect keywords to emphasize on oensive lan-
guage implying a rough context. Nevertheless, content is a rich data which con-
tains valuable hidden variables including activities, topic of discussions, people
interests, public sentiments, which might not be carried by oensive language
and should be involved in the model. In addition, some statistical features such
4
Economic Research Federal: hp://research.stlouisfed.org
5
e Weather Channel: hp://www.weather.com
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as number of tweets, number of death related words, and number of swear re-
lated words are considered.
• Sentiment features: Sentiments captured as another set of predictive features
to present general feeling of shared content on daily basis. Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) [92] is applied to extract daily polarity of ve sentiments
consist of positive, negative, anxiety, anger and sad.
Figure 5.10 demonstrates the daily scores of the dierent sentiments over the
observation period. e gure indicates that the overall “ negative” rates have
increased during the past four years compared to the other sentiments.
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Figure 5.10: Sentiment scores during the observation time.
• Temporal features: is category consist of temporal properties of documents
related to their dates. In particular, we consider whether a document is coincided
with any special events or holidays.
• Auxiliary features: Since crime causes are various, we collected some auxil-
iary data such as unemployment rate as a socio-economic factor and average of
climate temperature where shown to be eective in crime index prediction[107].
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Table 5.2: List of content and auxiliary features.
Content
Tokens binary representation of daily aggregated tweets
tweets were tokenzied
stop-words and punctuations were not considered
top and low frequent terminologies were removed
feature selection techniques were applied: normalized IG[108] and X2
Number of tweets number of tweets per day
Death [number of death related words per day/total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Swear [number of swear related words per day/ total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Sentiment
Positive [number of positive words per day / total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Negative [number of negative words per day/ total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Anxiety [number of anxiety words per day/ total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Anger [number of anger words per day/ total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Sad [number of sad words per day/ total number of words per day] ∗ 100
Auxiliary
Unemployment rate normalized monthly unemployment rate
Weather normalized monthly average temperature
Temporal
Month month bounded between 0 and 1
Labour day 3 days before and aer each Labour day
Halloween 3 days before and aer each Halloween
anksgiving 3 days before and aer each thanksgiving
Christmas 3 days before and aer each Christmas
New year’s day 3 days before and aer each New year
MLK day 3 days before and aer each Martin Luther King day
Valentine’s day 3 days before and aer each Valentine’s day
Patrick’s day 3 days before and aer each Saint Patrick’s day
4th of July 3 days before and aer each Independence day
Super Bowl 3 days before and aer Super Bowl was played in February 2013
Presidential election 3 days before and aer presidential election in November 6, 2012
In the following subsection, we will explain how these features are employed in our
prediction model.
5.3.2.2 Smoothing Temporal Data
As discussed in Chapter 3, each temporal document (xi) is generated using dierent
smoothing windows (see Equation 3.3). In this part, the results of the experiment with
dierent aggregation windows q where q = [1, 7] are represented. e F-measure for
each crime type is reported in Table 5.3. While the results vary based on the dierent
crime types, daily (q = 1) aggregation is considered to be the best window size.
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Table 5.3: e prediction performance based on dierent aggregation windows (q).
Crime type Frequency q = 1 q = 2 q = 3 q = 4 q = 5 q = 6 q = 7
TOTAL 1,137,790 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.61 0.64 0.62 0.6
THEFT 247,617 0.67 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.64 0.6 0.6
BATTERY 204,041 0.78 0.8 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.65 0.59
NARCOTICS 124,890 0.78 0.74 0.71 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.59
CRIMINAL DAMAGE 120,934 0.74 0.74 0.68 0.71 0.7 0.64 0.61
BURGLARY 79,420 0.74 0.72 0.71 0.66 0.65 0.68 0.56
ASSAULT 65,954 0.65 0.66 0.61 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.59
OTHER OFFENSE 63,672 0.66 0.68 0.64 0.69 0.61 0.61 0.57
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 57,227 0.61 0.6 0.56 0.6 0.62 0.63 0.58
ROBBERY 4,5458 0.58 0.56 0.53 0.58 0.6 0.57 0.6
DECEPTIVE PRACTICE 40,917 0.72 0.73 0.69 0.64 0.65 0.63 0.56
CRIMINAL TRESPASS 28,682 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.6 0.61 0.61
WEAPONS VIOLATION 12,408 0.58 0.6 0.62 0.63 0.65 0.62 0.56
PUBLIC PEACE VIOLATION 10,661 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.61 0.6 0.58 0.58
OFFENSE INVOLVING CHILDREN 7,343 0.65 0.61 0.6 0.59 0.72 0.59 0.63
PROSTITUTION 7,311 0.77 0.75 0.71 0.57 0.7 0.6 0.61
CRIME SEXUAL ASSAULT 4,330 0.63 0.67 0.68 0.57 0.56 0.64 0.61
SEX OFFENSE 3,344 0.60 0.63 0.63 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.6
INTERFERENCE WITH PUBLIC OFFICER 2,982 0.57 0.6 0.55 0.67 0.55 0.59 0.58
GAMBLING 2,587 0.64 0.58 0.59 0.63 0.59 0.6 0.62
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION 1,939 0.62 0.68 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.61 0.55
HOMICIDE 1,547 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.59 0.58 0.59
ARSON 1,542 0.60 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.53 0.58
5.3.2.3 e Impact of Historical Data
Another set of experiments was conducted to measure the impact of historical data on
prediction performance. is was done to nd out if the crime trend becomes more
predictable as we observe more historical data or not. In this experiment, the size of test
data remains unchanged (August 2013 to November 2013), and the size of training data
is started from 31 days of the latest historical data (July 2013) to predict test data. In
the next experiment, the size of training date is increased by sliding training window
31 more days into the past. In fact, in each experiment, the size of training data is
increased by involving more documents retrospectively. e experiments are repeated
until all the historical data were employed. Figure 5.11 depicts the results with the
dierent historical training windows for all the incidents. e highest predictability
is obtained when all historical data are used for the prediction model. However, the
result by the seventh months is comparable to the overall performance, while adding
more historical improves the performance lile.
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[Training data: July 2010 until July 2013]
[Training data: January 2011 until July 2013 ]
[Training data: January 2012 until July 2013]







Figure 5.11: Test data consist of documents during August, 2013 and November, 2013.
First experiment applied the training data during July 2013. For the next experiment,
the training window is increased by one more month retrospectively (June 2013 and
July 2013). e experiments repeated until the whole historical training data was
involved. e gure indicates the F-measure for each experiment. For some of the
results, the period of contributed training data presented.
5.3.3 Prediction based on Sentiment Analysis
Unlike all the previous experiments which have been conducted using content-based
features, this experiment is set up to test the predictability of sentiment features. A
holdout evaluation has been applied to evaluate the predictions. e experiment is
conducted on all the incidents for ve individual sentiment variables and one incor-
porated sentiment. en we repeated the experiment by adding sentiment variable to
the content. e results indicated a low predictability for sentiments. In the best case,
negative sentiment, the F-measure reached up to 0.55. In fact, the sentiment analysis
was not able to perform beer than the content-based features in any of the cases.
5.3.4 Content Features v.s. Auxiliary Features
Although the main contribution of the paper is to study the correlation between con-
tent and crime trend, we also employ other auxiliary datasets which are widely applied
in crime prediction. As discussed before, several studies have investigated the incor-
poration of socio-economic indexes and spatio-temporal features in crime prediction
[107]. We also apply the other resources in our prediction model to understand the
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contribution of the content-based features in comparison to the other predictive vari-
ables. We selected a list of non-content features (see Table 5.2), which widely applied
in crime prediction. e selected features are as follows:
• Unemployment rate: Unemployment rates were shown to have a direct re-
lationship with crime rates [109, 110]. ese rate were leveraged as a socio-
economic factor. e rates were obtained as discussed before.
• Weather: e normalized monthly average temperature was also employed
when shown to be eective in crime index prediction [89, 107].
• Crime rates: Crime rates are employed as another set of features. As discussed
in Chapter 2, conventional predication models employ historical crime records
to predict future incidents. In our model, crime record at time t is labeled with
crime records at time t+ ∆r, where ∆r is the lag. e idea is to investigate how
much a crime rate is predictive of future records.
• Number of tweets: e number of tweets per day is normalized between 0 and
1.
• Dayofweek: It refers to the day when a document is generated. e features are
numbers from 1 to 7 where the normalize values are employed in the prediction
model. We also considered month as another feature.
• Events (Temporal): e days before and aer a set of specic events such as:
Halloween, anksgiving, Christmas, New year’s day, Martin Luther King day,
Valentine’s day, St Patrick’s day, 4th of July, Super Bowl, and Presidential elec-
tion.
We evaluated the performance of each feature as well as content-based features (un-
igram model). Figure 5.12 presents the performance of “day of week”, “ number of
tweets”, and “content” for predicting the increase and the decrease of crime rates. e
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results indicate that content-based features signicantly improve the F-measure where
the other features did not provide comparable results. e rest of the features such as
“unemployment rate” and “events” could not achieve high performance compared to
the other auxiliary features (in the best case, F-measure = 0.4). e result indicates that,
while content signicantly reduced the error of prediction, auxiliary features did not
contribute in prediction performance. Figure 5.12 indicates that in all presented crime
types, NARCOTICS, CRIMINAL DAMAGE, BATTERY, PROSTITUTION, BURGLARY,
and DECEPTIVE PRACTICE, the results of 14 dierent lags indicate that content of
Twier has signicantly improved the prediction performance compared to “day of
week” and “number of tweets”. Overall, content indicates a high predictability com-
pared to other features. e number of tweets is shown to be eective compared to
day of week and crime rates.
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Figure 5.12: Performance of dierent features for predicting crime rate directions.
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5.3.5 Prediction Performance of Temporal Topics
In this subsection, we present the experimental results of our prediction model using
temporal topics. We have applied two dierent Twier datasets; historical tweets in
subsection 5.3.2 and sampled tweets using the proposed activity-based sampling ap-
proach (discussed in Chapter 4).
5.3.5.1 Characteristics of Temporal Topics
Identied topics from the temporal model have been compared with the baseline which
is batch LDA without the time dimension. e comparison has been made in two
dierent phases: rst we compared how variant are the term distributions. Second we
analyzed their dierences in document-topic level.
Term-Topic Distribution: Adopting the visualization method proposed by [31], in
Figure 5.13, the top 20 terms and their distributions for each individual latent topic have
been visualized. e gure reveals that the topics extracted by the baseline are similar
to each others as they share more similar words, while in temporal model, topics tend
to have less similar terms. As shown in Figure 5.13, the vocabulary generated by the
temporal model is larger compared to the baseline, therefore, more distinct topics were
identied.
e second characteristic of the identied topics are topic-term distribution which has
been visualized by the solid dots with dierent sizes. It suggests that in the temporal
model, the term distribution is more variant, which means the extracted topics are
more diverse compared to that of the baseline.
Document-Topic Distribution: e extracted topics show dierent characteristics
in terms of document-topic distribution. Figure 5.14 presents the distribution of the
most popular topics in each document (each day) for the batch and the temporal model.
In the batch model, the extracted topics for each day has low distributions, while one
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topic has shown to have high value. In most of the days, the most popular topics
are topic 16 to 20 with low values. is results in poor topic identication for the
whole entire period. In the temporal model, where number of partitions are between
2 to 20, the topics are fairly distributed over the documents. However, in the case of
































































































































































































































Figure 5.13: e most frequent terms distributions for the top 20 topics inferred by
(a) baseline, and (b) temporal model.
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Figure 5.14: Topic distribution for each document based on dierent sizes of partition.
5.3.5.2 Temporal Topics as Features
In order to present the predictability of the temporal topic models, the experiments
were expanded to 22 dierent crime types. For the baseline model, a predened num-
ber of topics was observed from training corpus. In this case, any topic shi is ignored.
Whereas, the temporal topic model is concerned with topic shis and time dimension
as discussed before. Table 5.4 displays the best results for each individual crime type
as well as the accumulated one. It shows that the temporal model, which detects novel
topics, outperformed the baseline (in 17 cases) and content (n-gram). e performance
was improved by the temporal topics to 21% higher than the baseline in the best pre-
dictable crime type (Burglary). Further analysis investigated the predictability of the
proposed model for dierent lags.
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Table 5.4: F-measure of the best results for dierent crime types.
Crime type Content Batch model Temporal model
ALL CRIMES 0.63 0.6 0.76
THEFT 0.67 0.69 0.79
BATTERY 0.78 0.75 0.85
NARCOTICS 0.78 0.7 0.88
CRIMINAL DAMAGE 0.74 0.67 0.78
BURGLARY 0.74 0.73 0.94
ASSAULT 0.65 0.73 0.7
OTHER OFFENSE 0.66 0.64 0.7
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 0.61 0.65 0.6
ROBBERY 0.58 0.66 0.72
DECEPTIVE PRACTICE 0.72 0.6 0.73
CRIMINAL TRESPASS 0.66 0.66 0.67
WEAPONS VIOLATION 0.58 0.72 0.67
PUBLIC PEACE VIOLATION 0.63 0.66 0.75
OFFENSE INVOLVING CHILDREN 0.65 0.65 0.78
PROSTITUTION 0.77 0.7 0.79
CRIME SEXUAL ASSAULT 0.63 0.72 0.73
SEX OFFENSE 0.60 0.67 0.62
INTERFERENCE WITH PUBLIC OFFICER 0.57 0.59 0.6
GAMBLING 0.64 0.66 0.54
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION 0.62 0.66 0.66
HOMICIDE 0.55 0.63 0.67
ARSON 0.60 0.59 0.73
We also studied the predictability of the proposed model with temporal topics for dif-
ferent lags. A set of test scenarios were implemented to examine the predictability
with dierent lags. erefore, each document xi which has been generated at time ti
is labeled with the prospective crime trends li. e lag does not stand for a day of week,
it is a window of time in which crime rate directions are captured. Figure 5.15 illus-
trates the results of using temporal topics for dierent lags up to 7 (∆r ∈ {1, 7}). e
intention is to understand the best lag between the temporal topics and crime trend.
According to the results, the best performance is mostly captured when ∆r ∈ {1, 3}
compared to the other lags. However, it can be variant for dierent crime types. Over-
all, the results demonstrate that the proposed prediction model with temporal topics
reveals signicant performance compared to other features.
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Figure 5.15: Holdout evaluation results for dierent crime types over 7 lags.
5.3.5.3 Dataset Using Activity-based Sampling
We expanded the study by applying our proposed model on dierent cities of United
states. Crime rates were retrieved from four cities of the United States: Chicago,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Houston. ese cities were selected because they
maintain a rich data portal containing crime records on daily basis. Data were col-
lected using their data portals
6 789
. For each city, dierent crime types were observed.
Figure 5.16 presents the histogram of daily crime rates for accumulated of all incidents
in dierent cities. In addition, tables 5.6 to 5.9 indicate crime types and their frequen-
cies for each city.
6
City of Chicago Data Portal: https://data.cityofchicago.org
7
City of Houston eGoverment center: http://www.houstontx.gov
8
SF Open Data: https://data.sfgov.org
9
Phili Open Data: https://www.opendataphilly.org
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(a) Chicago (b) Houston
(c) Philadelphia (d) San Francisco
Figure 5.16: Histogram of overall crime rates.
5.3.5.4 Prediction Performance
To examine the performance of predicting directions of the indexes, document xi,
which was generated at time ti, is labeled with crime trend li. Documents are anno-
tated positive or negative if the future index increases or decreases in the prospective
time frame, respectively. Documents were represented with temporal topics, topics
extracted from batch model, and BOW. e performance of each model is compared
separately.
e predictability of temporal topics inferred with asymmetric parameters compared
to trained parameters is also presented. Alpha (α) and beta (β) are the LDA parame-
ters that aect the sparsity of document topic and topic terms matrices respectively.
In the trained parameters, the parameters are learned based on one partition and are
used to infer topics for the other partitions. e intention is to detect topic evolution
over dierent partitions. As an example, if one topic was observed in partition one, the
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model can detect the distribution of that specic topic over time. In fact, the evolution
of topics are leveraged as features for the prediction model. Figure 5.17 presents the
document-topic matrix for topic inference (θ) with trained parameters. In this gure,
each horizontal dashed line indicates the border of each partition in the document-
topic matrix. For instance, the rst partition (P1) includes documents {x1, x2, .., xm},
whereas the second partition (Q1) contains documents {xm+1, xm+2, .., x2m}. In order
to infer the distribution of topics, LDA parameters are trained based on the partition
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Table 5.7: Crime types and frequencies (Philadelphia).
Crime type Frequency
Aggravated Assault 2416
Aggravated Assault No Firearm 6218





Driving Under e Inuence 4695
Embezzlement 353
Forgery and Counterfeiting 264
Fraud 9178
Homicide - Criminal 330
Liquor Law Violations 582
Motor Vehicle e 3080
Drug Law Violations 11862
Oenses Against Family and Children 162
Other Assaults 24956
Other Sex Oenses (Not Commercialized) 1617
Prostitution and Commercialized Vice 1235
Public Drunkenness 374
Rape 887
Recovered Stolen Motor Vehicle 7365
Robbery Firearm 3375
Robbery No Firearm 4577



























P1 and the topics are inferred for the rest of partitions. e same approach for training
parameters and inferring topics is applied for the second partition. In the second ap-
proach, asymmetric model, training parameters and inferring topics are done for each
partition separately. In fact, for trained parameters, topic evolution is considered in
which the distribution of each topic over time for all partitions is inferred. However,
in the asymmetric model, topic distribution is only inferred in their corresponding
partition.
e experimental results in tables 5.9 to 5.12 illustrate Macro-averaged F-measure ob-
tained by temporal topics, batch LDA, and BOW for dierent crime types, locations,
and dierent number of partitions ranging from 2 to 12. In these tables, “ALL” stands
for the accumulation of all crime types without type consideration. Overall, the pre-
dictability is higher for Philadelphia compared to Houston, Chicago, and San Fran-
cisco. e best predictability is obtained in the case of DRUG VIOLATION (0.81) for
Philadelphia, ALL (0.73) for San Francisco, BURGLARY, AUTO THEFT, RAPE (0.71)
for Houston, and ALL (0.78) for Chicago. In most cases, the predictability of temporal
topics is higher than BOW and batch model. O the 25 crime types, 22 cases showed
improvements when using temporal topics compared with the other two models. For
Houston, this result includes all crime types and for San Francisco and Philadelphia
is 14 out of 16 and 26 out of 27 respectively. In the best cases, the prediction is 18%
(Chicago), 14% (Houston), 19% (San Francisco), and 33% (Philadelphia) higher than
BOW and LDA. Overall, the results indicate that the temporal model is more success-
ful in nding the most predictive topics, which can be the result of detecting more
diverse and variance topics compared with Batch LDA. In addition, the results reveal
that inferring topics with trained parameters (i.e topic evolution) is more eective for
the predictability of the detected topics. e results present the consistency of the
temporal model in delivering the best results compared to BOW and Batch LDA. Al-
though BOW obtained the best results in a few cases such as BURGLARY in Chicago
and THEFT in San Francisco, remarkable improvements in performance were obtained
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by the temporal model.
In general, the results indicate that the proposed temporal model reveals a satisfactory
performance for most crime types since the temporal topics are the only resource for
crime prediction. However, in some types of crime such as BURGLARY in Chicago,
the approach achieved the lowest result compared to the other crimes. is can be
explained according to the nature of the incidents. In fact, some crimes such as BAT-
TERY, NARCOTICS, and PROSTITUTION are mostly street incidents and might be
reected in daily social conversation while the others are more organized nature.
Figure 5.17: Temporal topic inference for trained parameters.
5.4 Conclusion
We introduced a temporal topic model to detect emerging topics as predictive variables
for predicting crime trend. e proposed temporal topic model leverage temporarily
nature of topics to predict the changes of crime indexes from major cities of United
States, which can be extended to other areas and locations. In this approach, topics
were extracted from dierent periods of time and were employed in a classier model
to predict crime rate changes on a daily basis. e model applies novelty and diversity
in topic detection. In each period of time the best representative inferred topics are
selected as features for the proposed prediction model. A comprehensive experiments
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Table 5.9: Prediction performance (Chicago)
Asymmetric parameters Trained parameters
BOW Batch LDA 2 4 8 12 2 4 8 12
ARSON 0.55 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.52 0.6 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.64
NARCOTICS 0.55 0.55 0.58 0.54 0.63 0.6 0.62 0.61 0.69 0.64
MOTOR VEHICLE 0.52 0.54 0.52 0.57 0.53 0.62 0.63 0.6 0.65 0.6
LIQUOR 0.56 0.57 0.6 0.58 0.53 0.57 0.61 0.68 0.6 0.55
KIDNAPPING 0.63 0.52 0.51 0.59 0.58 0.49 0.55 0.61 0.62 0.55
INTIMIDATION 0.51 0.56 0.52 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.6 0.59 0.54
INTERFERENCE 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.51 0.65 0.57 0.58 0.54 0.62 0.61
HOMICIDE 0.52 0.59 0.52 0.54 0.59 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.63
GAMBLING 0.59 0.55 0.56 0.65 0.57 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.63 0.56
DECEPTIVE PRACTICE 0.5 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.54 0.57 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.61
CRIMINAL TRESPASS 0.61 0.58 0.62 0.54 0.56 0.65 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.59
CRIMINAL DAMAGE 0.49 0.57 0.58 0.63 0.6 0.59 0.7 0.68 0.65 0.63
SEXUAL ASSUALT 0.64 0.54 0.54 0.6 0.52 0.57 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.64
BURGLARY 0.6 0.55 0.59 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.54 0.58 0.57
BATTERY 0.45 0.6 0.59 0.71 0.58 0.62 0.67 0.67 0.63 0.64
ASSUALT 0.58 0.65 0.55 0.63 0.6 0.55 0.62 0.62 0.69 0.58
CHILDREN OFFENSE 0.49 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.56 0.68 0.63 0.59 0.63
PROSTITUTION 0.55 0.59 0.65 0.51 0.59 0.59 0.64 0.67 0.61 0.7
PUBLIC VIOLATION 0.61 0.56 0.6 0.62 0.59 0.51 0.6 0.59 0.6 0.62
ROBERRY 0.6 0.59 0.57 0.61 0.58 0.55 0.59 0.64 0.63 0.63
SEX OFFENSE 0.49 0.64 0.52 0.52 0.56 0.56 0.6 0.58 0.59 0.57
STALKING 0.51 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.54 0.6 0.66 0.61 0.64 0.59
THEFT 0.6 0.57 0.54 0.61 0.55 0.59 0.6 0.61 0.68 0.67
WEAPON VIOLATION 0.6 0.54 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.66 0.68
ALL 0.55 0.6 0.55 0.57 0.61 0.57 0.73 0.71 0.78 0.71
Table 5.10: Prediction performance (Houston)
Asymmetric parameters Trained parameters
BOW Batch LDA 2 4 8 12 2 4 8 12
THEFT 0.59 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.53 0.6 0.59 0.58 0.63
ROBBERY 0.59 0.57 0.52 0.53 0.6 0.54 0.59 0.52 0.68 0.69
RAPE 0.57 0.53 0.61 0.58 0.53 0.54 0.58 0.71 0.67 0.6
MURDER 0.52 0.59 0.57 0.53 0.53 0.61 0.49 0.46 0.5 0.68
BURGLARY 0.6 0.57 0.57 0.51 0.61 0.55 0.63 0.71 0.69 0.6
AUTO THEFT 0.49 0.58 0.53 0.61 0.64 0.61 0.64 0.53 0.71 0.59
ASSAULT 0.54 0.61 0.55 0.51 0.61 0.62 0.68 0.65 0.59 0.58
ALL 0.57 0.48 0.63 0.47 0.48 0.52 0.64 0.56 0.53 0.57
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Table 5.11: Prediction performance (San Francisco)
Asymmetric parameters Trained parameters
BOW Batch LDA 2 4 8 12 2 4 8 12
ASSAULT 0.52 0.5 0.54 0.48 0.7 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.6 0.63
BURGLARY 0.58 0.57 0.51 0.62 0.53 0.65 0.64 0.61 0.5 0.64
DRUG/NARCOTIC 0.58 0.59 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.5 0.58 0.53 0.6 0.7
FRAUD 0.61 0.53 0.58 0.45 0.57 0.52 0.55 0.63 0.61 0.56
LARCENY/THEFT 0.57 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.65 0.55 0.65 0.69 0.65 0.68
MISSING PERSON 0.54 0.63 0.56 0.56 0.61 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.59 0.64
PROSTITUTION 0.55 0.61 0.63 0.56 0.63 0.58 0.68 0.5 0.58 0.57
ROBBERY 0.63 0.51 0.5 0.54 0.62 0.64 0.6 0.59 0.63 0.65
SECONDARY CODES 0.64 0.59 0.58 0.54 0.51 0.6 0.53 0.54 0.65 0.64
STOLEN PROPERTY 0.62 0.51 0.55 0.55 0.52 0.59 0.59 0.54 0.51 0.57
SUSPICIOUS OCC 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.57 0.65 0.6 0.61 0.57
VANDALISM 0.54 0.57 0.6 0.6 0.57 0.54 0.56 0.6 0.62 0.61
VEHICLE THEFT 0.65 0.51 0.54 0.55 0.6 0.54 0.61 0.57 0.58 0.54
WARRANTS 0.54 0.56 0.67 0.63 0.48 0.63 0.63 0.61 0.59 0.6
WEAPON LAWS 0.63 0.55 0.62 0.55 0.54 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.55 0.66
All 0.52 0.54 0.54 0.6 0.53 0.62 0.61 0.68 0.73 0.61
Table 5.12: Prediction performance (Philadelphia)
Asymmetric parameters Trained parameters
BOW Batch LDA 2 4 8 12 2 4 8 12
ASSUALT 0.57 0.49 0.58 0.58 0.62 0.57 0.63 0.69 0.7 0.6
ARSON 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.56 0.51 0.62 0.53 0.61 0.56 0.66
BURGLARY Non-Residential 0.61 0.5 0.61 0.53 0.5 0.54 0.61 0.66 0.63 0.67
BURGLARY Residential 0.51 0.47 0.58 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.66 0.64 0.76 0.61
DISORDERLY CONDUCT 0.54 0.48 0.63 0.49 0.51 0.52 0.66 0.58 0.61 0.67
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 0.41 0.46 0.5 0.5 0.56 0.5 0.72 0.75 0.66 0.76
EMBEZZLEMENT 0.66 0.49 0.52 0.57 0.54 0.53 0.5 0.52 0.74 0.66
FORGERY AND COUNTERFEITING 0.5 0.53 0.52 0.54 0.55 0.59 0.52 0.56 0.61 0.63
FRAUD 0.68 0.54 0.55 0.54 0.48 0.51 0.7 0.73 0.71 0.72
HOMICIDE 0.62 0.48 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.53 0.65 0.63 0.59 0.63
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATIONS 0.52 0.46 0.57 0.58 0.52 0.56 0.54 0.58 0.68 0.68
MOTO VEHICLE THEFT 0.47 0.48 0.56 0.69 0.55 0.52 0.6 0.61 0.69 0.72
DRUG LAW VIOLATIONS 0.44 0.48 0.49 0.59 0.52 0.49 0.68 0.78 0.7 0.81
OFFENSES AGAINST FAMILY AND CHILDREN 0.43 0.47 0.49 0.61 0.55 0.48 0.64 0.54 0.56 0.62
OTHER SEX OFFENSES 0.66 0.55 0.56 0.49 0.48 0.57 0.61 0.66 0.56 0.62
PROSTITUTION 0.58 0.57 0.5 0.58 0.56 0.49 0.78 0.65 0.68 0.73
PUBLIC DRUNKENNESS 0.56 0.45 0.57 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.65 0.67 0.63
RAPE 0.6 0.48 0.59 0.55 0.58 0.57 0.62 0.68 0.68 0.61
STOLEN VEHAICLE 0.48 0.5 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.52 0.58 0.62 0.61 0.63
ROBBERY FIREARM 0.59 0.5 0.54 0.57 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.66 0.65 0.62
ROBBERY NO FIREARM 0.61 0.48 0.57 0.62 0.5 0.52 0.66 0.67 0.54 0.62
THEFT FROM VEHICLE 0.63 0.65 0.62 0.59 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.52 0.71
THEFTS 0.64 0.59 0.62 0.64 0.61 0.59 0.67 0.61 0.64 0.62
LOITERING 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.61 0.6 0.62 0.65 0.66 0.73 0.64
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF 0.67 0.65 0.63 0.66 0.64 0.67 0.69 0.67 0.71 0.63
WEAPON VIOLATIONS 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.62 0.57 0.66 0.63 0.66
ALL 0.58 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.61 0.61 0.66 0.7
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was conducted to evaluate the performance of temporal topics compared to static top-
ics and BOW. e conclusion of the results were presented in Table 5.13. e table
shows in how many cases (crime types) each model obtained the best results com-
pared to others. Although, BOW and batch LDA performed similarly in prediction,
e performance of temporal model in 71 and 75 crime types surpassed BOW and
batch LDA, respectively. e results clearly indicate that the temporal topic detection
is capable of nding the predictive set of topics in each partition which greatly aect
the quality of the prediction model compared to the baseline.
Table 5.13: BOW vs LDA vs Temporal model (overall results).
BOW Batch LDA Temporal model
BOW 42-33 5-71
Batch LDA 33-42 1-75
Temporal Model 71-5 75-1
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
is thesis has presented the idea of applying social media data, Twier data, for
trend prediction, in particular crime trend prediction. Many twier-driven prediction
models were developed, however, crime prediction based on Twier data is less ex-
plored. is study presented dierent models for crime trend prediction based on min-
ing tweets posted from a relevant geographic area. e proposed prediction method
does not need any manually generated training data and it annotates its required data.
In fact, the model generates its own training data by employing the knowledge in-
ferred from targeted signals (in this case, crime indexes) and then labels are assigned
to the input data. Using the proposed models, predictive features were extracted such
as sentiment, BOW, and topics. In order to infer topics, a temporal topic inference
model was presented which employs the changes of terms in the vocabulary to infer
emerging topics. For Twier data collection, an activity-based sampling approach was
developed to avoid activity gaps over time. In the conducted experiments, temporal
topics achieved the highest predictability compared to content and sentiment. Over-
all, the study supported the importance of considering Twier content as an extra data




In chapter 1, we explained how we dened the targeted problem and how we ap-
proached it from dierent prospectives. Chapter 2 discussed existing studies in twier-
driven models, Twier sampling, temporal topic detection, as well as crime prediction.
Chapter 3 introduced two prediction models (content-based and user-centric) as well
as how data were annotated for trend prediction. e frameworks of both models were
presented in Figure 3.2. e models are based on extracting predictive features from
user-generated content. In the user-centric model, the signals or features are senti-
ments which are driven from timelines of a set of selected users, to extract meaningful
paerns. However, in the content-based approach, features are driven from the con-
tent of all individuals. Both of the aforementioned approaches are considered to be
temporal models, which suer from the challenge of retrieving tweets over time. In
a temporal model where content is tracked to detect a set of paerns, the availabil-
ity of tweets over time signicantly eects the models performance. In fact, temporal
models suer from activity gaps or missing data. erefore, In Chapter 4, we intro-
duced a sampling approach to detect more credible users while mitigating the eect
of missing content. e data gathered using the proposed sampling was evaluated on
the proposed prediction models (discussed in Chapter 3). e data was evaluated by
three criteria: the number of available data (the number of tweets and users) over time,
activity of users (whether they are present or absent over the consideration period of
time), and prediction performance. e results indicate that the proposed sampling ap-
proach has beer coverage compared to the random sampling. In terms of sparsity of
users activities, active users had more contribution in the past compared to the random
users. Overall, the activity-based approach identies users who are more historically
active, whereas in the random sampling high activity gaps are observed. Moreover, the
prediction performance of collected data was studied and the ndings indicated that
the content of active users achieved signicantly higher performance in crime trend
prediction.
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In chapter 4, we proposed a temporal topic model to detect emerging topics as predic-
tive features for crime trends prediction. In fact, aer the evaluation of the proposed
sampling approach in Chapter 3, we collected content of active users. e predictive
signals were extracted from their content which includes, bag-of-words, sentiments,
and topics. We also evaluated the contribution of auxiliary features such as weather,
time of the year, unemployment rates. e results indicate that discussed topics among
users achieved highest performances compared to other features. However, our prob-
lem has a sequential order and extracting meaningful paerns involves temporal anal-
ysis. We presented a temporal topic detection model to infer temporal topics. e
model builds a dynamic vocabulary to detect emerging topics. Topics are compared
over time to have diversity and novelty in each time consideration. e experiments
have revealed that temporal topic detection outperforms static topic modeling, BOW,
and other features. In addition, the characteristics of the emerging topics compared
to static topics indicate that topics are more diverse when they are inferred using the
proposed temporal model.
6.2 Challenges and Future Works
e aim of this thesis was mainly to propose eective approaches, techniques and
algorithms for the challenges of detecting predictive features, tackling missing data,
and handling temporality nature of content for the problem of crime trend prediction.
Working on the mentioned challenges, we found out some interesting problems that
can be addressed in the future. e future works are as follows:
6.2.1 Semantic Analysis of Twitter Sampling
In this study, content comes as a temporal stream and the problem of missing data is
inevitable. Historical content is the result of retrieving the timelines of a set of users
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in the past, in which the number of data available over time is inconstant. e activity
gaps for both content-centric and user-centric models can mislead and degrade models
performances. e proposed activity-based sampling approach can detect users with
more active days in their histories. is research has shown the importance of a target-
oriented data sampling for prediction models. In addition to the timeline properties
and the credibility, we would like to further investigate the quality of the content in
terms of discussion topics and sentiments to semantically analyze textual content and
their dierences in content level. e topics can be evaluated in terms frequencies
level rather than only focusing on document-topic distribution. In addition, future
studies can analyze syntactic structure to grammatically analyze the textual data. Fu-
ture work could also address the eectiveness of the proposed sampling approach for
other temporal prediction models.
6.2.2 Time-discrete Topic Detection Model
Our proposed temporal topic detection model is time discrete. Topics are inferred over
discrete time slices (partitions) and topics extracted in each partition are compared to
the previous partition (sequentially ordered). In fact, co-occurrences of terms in one
partition is compared to the occurrences of the same words in the previous partition.
Also, in time-discrete topic detection, the overall number of detected topics is not xed
since topics have birth, death, and rebirth. However, the approach of partitioning doc-
uments, conditioned on time, depends on the selection of a proper partition size. If the
size of the partition is large, detected topics may suer from high frequent terms. For a
very small partition size, this leads to more computation time and may not eectively
capture a signicant topic due to the lack of information. Overall, the problem is hav-
ing a xed size of timestamps while topics are evolved at dierent speeds. One term
stays popular for a very long time, while others are well-known for shorter periods.
A time-continuous extension of topic inference gives the exibility to detect temporal
changes of topics disregarding the limitation of xed term distributions in a specic
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period of time. However, developing such a system can be challenging due to tuning
Dirichlet parameters for topic inference. In fact, a time-continuous topic detection is
similar to online learning, in which some important issues need to be signicantly
considered. e challenges are: when to update parameters, which data to keep for
extracting topics, and when to re-train the LDA model to infer the topics.
6.2.3 Deep Structured Learning
Since performance of machine learning algorithms highly depends on the choice of
data representation [111], data engineering and feature selection play a signicant
role in this regard. On the other hand, recent acquisition of deep learning in many
NLP tasks, such as entity recognition [111], sentiment analysis [112], and POS tag-
ging [113], indicates its eectiveness in presenting semantic representation of text
documents without data engineering. Although the predictability of some variables
derived from Twier content was successfully proven in this study, further analysis
by extracting other informative signals may be undertaken. We would like to seman-
tically analyze textual content for beer understanding of the relationship between
features.
6.2.4 Applications – other Socio-economic Indexes
In this thesis, the proposed models were eective in crime trend prediction, however,
it is interesting to investigate the eectiveness of the models for other socio-economic
indexes. e proposed activity-based sampling approach can be applied for the col-
lection of credible users for dierent applications such as experts in stock market. In
addition, prediction models, the content-based and the user-centric, can be applied on




D a set of temporal documents
di a set of posts shared at t(i)
f a feature in the global vocabulary
K total number of topics, 1 < k < K
KP total number of topics for partition P
KQ total number of topics for partition Q
li label of a document at t(i)
M total number of users
m size of a partition
N total number of documents
pi a post tweeted at time t(i)
P documents grouped in partition t
Q documents grouped in partition t+m
q aggregation window
su sentiment score belongs to user (u)
t(i) timestamp of document i
T a topic distribution
T PJ a topic distribution detected from partition Pj
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TQJ a topic distribution detected from partition Qj
ui ith user out of M
V global vocabulary
w a term in a vocabulary
xi feature vector of the i-th document
X a set of documents
X〈c〉 document term matrix of size N ∗ |V | sparse matrix
X〈u〉 document sentiment matrix of size N ∗M sparse matrix
yi crime rate at time t(i)
Zx a topic in document x
α hyper parameter for per document topic proportion
β hyper parameter for per topic word distribution
θx topic distribution for document
φ word distribution for topic
∆r lag between a document and a target trend
Appendix B
e Most Probable Terms for Topics
Table B.1: e most probable terms for topics extracted from batch LDA. e thresh-
old of distribution more than 0.001 has been applied.
Topic1 hall teacher heat whackstar cub mixtap juli snow thumb march coast rain hawk getglu footbal beach lolla spring
Topic2 teacher april juli snow trade rain hawk getglu footbal beach spring fest campaign sticker que appli presid rais boston justin
Topic3 teacher mixtap juli trade coast hawk getglu footbal beach justin miley cyru elev vma feat gaga cruis nsync taylor gunplay
Topic4 juli thumb march hawk getglu lolla spring que kristen hathaway adel stewart ann speech lawrenc pro oscar ben jennif hellooscar
Topic5 teacher heat snow thumb rain hawk getglu footbal spring campaign sticker grammi raven ray beyonc kelli superbowl stanley boppin lewi
Topic6 heat april whackstar cub snow thumb march trade rain hawk getglu footbal beach spring que appli boston justin marathon dat
Topic7 april mixtap juli march trade coast rain hawk getglu footbal beach spring elev feat gunplay church gtgt egg easter cancer
Topic8 heat april cub trade rain hawk getglu footbal beach spring fest campaign que boston marathon mobil soundcloud polic race bomb
Topic9 hawk getglu beach spring fest boston
Topic10 heat whackstar cub juli snow thumb trade rain hawk getglu beach spring appli justin feat soundcloud h valentin parad prod
Topic11 heat cub juli snow thumb march rain hawk getglu footbal spring fest oscar mobil soundcloud unlock father ahead hockey followback
Topic12 juli thumb rain hawk getglu spring que grammi valentin obama
Topic13 whackstar cub snow thumb trade rain hawk getglu footbal spring fest campaign appli rais grammi beyonc harri
Topic14 thumb rain hawk getglu footbal spring hockey respons
Topic15 hall teacher thumb march trade rain hawk getglu footbal beach lolla spring campaign que stanley dat mobil valentin
Topic16 hall heat juli thumb trade rain hawk getglu footbal beach fest campaign stanley father hockey june obama octob halloween govern
Topic17 hall heat whackstar snow thumb trade rain hawk getglu footbal spring campaign que grammi soundcloud superbowl ray raven halim er
Topic18 coast rain hawk getglu spring stanleycup kane anniversari stream becauseitsthecup
Topic19 whackstar cub juli snow thumb trade rain hawk getglu footbal spring fest que rais ray beyonc superbowl octob wing
Topic20 april cub juli thumb march trade rain hawk beach spring que beyonc easter cancer mobil ebert stanleycup superbowl crowd downtown
Table B.2: e most probable terms for topics extracted from temporal model with
two partitions. e threshold of distribution more than 0.001 has been applied.
Topic1 heat april whackstar winter opportun snow cub appli thumb march respons februari harri h hawk oscar pope intern girlfriend jennif
Topic2 april whackstar snow appli thumb march hawk oscar jennif grammi carpet hathaway adel stewart ann hellooscar seth graduat lawrenc kristen
Topic3 april snow appli thumb march hawk bostonmarathon pray runner regret version marathon pro topic valentin transit explos boston prayer bomb
Topic4 april snow cub thumb hawk marathon boston bomb manhunt aliv playo polic terror rain custodi cnn rsd suspect area boat
Topic5 april whackstar opportun snow appli thumb march hawk intern marathon valentin boston rain femal plu seri wing schedul easter hockey
Topic6 heat april cub thumb march hawk grammi graduat valentin rain seri easter church dra heyciara egg jesu brunch
Topic7 heat april whackstar winter opportun snow thumb march hawk oscar pope intern grammi graduat rain wing jack suit taylor nba
Topic8 heat whackstar snow thumb march h hawk valentin hockey onwardlu presid click inaug inaugur obama rambler rockboybam gchi patrick nhl
Topic9 heat april whackstar winter opportun snow cub appli thumb march hawk intern graduat valentin rain seri wing dat beyonc angel
Topic10 april whackstar winter snow cub thumb march hawk boston rain area wing hockey obama entertain followback june seabrook jordan meg
Topic11 rain justin mixtap award juli djpierr octob winner prod getglu lolla halloween
Topic12 lolla
Topic13 boston rain hockey miley father award juli octob getglu halloween parad stanley teacher download govern shutdown vma pumpkin sticker oct
Topic14 hockey nba june jame award juli octob mobil parad stanley spur rework lebron
Topic15 juli getglu lolla parad stanley
Topic16 rain obama award juli octob getglu halloween govern campaign
Topic17 rain dat meg justin august award juli djpierr octob getglu halloween download rework campaign moon donat smwchicago pride boppin wavefront
Topic18 click justin miley august mixtap award octob prod getglu que septemb vma elev feat coast sharknado ave mtvhoest scienc gunplay
Topic19 rain june award juli getglu bbq rework scienc independ fourth
Topic20 harri rain dat june justin august award juli djpierr getglu creativ lolla mobil stanley que septemb campaign research extra camp
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Table B.3: e most probable terms for topics extracted from temporal model with
four partitions. e threshold of distribution more than 0.001 has been applied.
Topic1 justin betaward ave june diehard hockey lolla trade pride hawk campaign parad
Topic2 stanley june lolla trade hall hawk campaign tuesday data mobil lollapalooza spur schedul lebron appli cancer produc search test appl
Topic3 lolla hawk lollapalooza
Topic4 stanley father june hockey hawk campaign parad letsgohawk stanleycup becauseitsthecup storm crawford shaw toew champion rework bruin boston kane royal
Topic5 justin ave june lolla trade pride hawk parad zimmerman trayvon fefe cori streetrunn feat kaleo guilti harri georg martin phish
Topic6 hawk harri onwardlu blackhawk brunch whackstar beyonc goodfoodchi followback thumb michael februari valentin obama oscar pope femal feb sxsw presid
Topic7 hawk blackhawk whackstar followback thumb februari valentin obama oscar pope femal grammi vday marriag kiss accept valentinesday harlem senat sotu
Topic8 hawk blackhawk whackstar followback thumb februari oscar feb accept harlem hathaway stewart ann hellooscar tie west goodmorn lawrenc jennif nhl
Topic9 hawk blackhawk whackstar beyonc thumb valentin obama pope feb sxsw presid grammi raven ray gchi januari superbowl taylor goldenglob lewi
Topic10 hawk appli onwardlu blackhawk whackstar followback thumb februari valentin obama feb presid kiss januari lewi freshcont strategi jan girlfriend chichat
Topic11 trade appli search boston strategi collin wrigley sticker april fool rain march unlock jason opportun playo donat nba sponsor rais
Topic12 boston april rain
Topic13 trade appli search boston april rain march opportun playo sox bomb marathon wing suspect meg ebert chicagonistal polic roger easter
Topic14 trade campaign boston strategi april rain march opportun playo bomb marathon wing prize smssummit ood gno master pro snow recruit
Topic15 appli boston chichat april rain march opportun meg smssummit pro recruit regret earth topic twiertalk allnatur transit heyciara select launch
Topic16 taylor miley cyru nsync kany que drake vma getglu oct award halloween
Topic17 halloween
Topic18 obama sticker rain miley que sept govern mixtap getglu oct halloween teacher download pumpkin n soundcloud menu shutdown info cub
Topic19 feat sticker govern mixtap getglu oct award halloween coast pumpkin brown playlist n rose shutdown info giveaway smwchicago elev gunplay
Topic20 fool march rain
Table B.4: e most probable terms for topics extracted from temporal model with
ve partitions. e threshold of distribution more than 0.001 has been applied.
Topic1 mobil soundcloud menu chicagonistal relationship shutdown download marathon dat rain govern smwchicago sticker cub n oct septemb award info sept
Topic2 angel ebert
Topic3 rain septemb juli
Topic4 nate snow march twiertalk
Topic5 donat issu trade angel
Topic6 letsgohawk stanley stanleycup becauseitsthecup storm boston bruin juli donat kane parad meg lebron crawford mayo shaw champion miami heyciara cinco
Topic7 data current stanley stanleycup becauseitsthecup storm boston bruin juli donat issu trade angel meg lebron miami spur appli entertain teacher
Topic8 data stanley stanleycup becauseitsthecup boston parad meg brunch gtgtgt scandal
Topic9 click blackhawk whackstar presid januari followback vday valentinesday vote thumb respons valentin obama dir freshcont oscar rockboybam tax girlfriend senat
Topic10 blackhawk whackstar januari vote thumb valentin oscar hawk
Topic11 blackhawk whackstar januari followback vote thumb valentin obama grammi strategi eve justin sotu resolut west shower beyonc option femal nye
Topic12 blackhawk whackstar presid januari followback vote thumb valentin obama oscar grammi chichat hawk jan beyonc raven onwardlu superbowl lewi ray
Topic13 boston angel heat kca ebert bracket nate snow march twiertalk master recruit marriag ypnchat patrick
Topic14 chicagonistal appli brunch unlock followback onwardlu snow march marchmad patrick goodfoodchi pro topic transit austin select gchi sxsw streak winter
Topic15 chichat onwardlu kca snow march twiertalk allnatur patrick pro topic transit select gchi sxsw wayn regret reader pope pie irish
Topic16 marathon rain boston trade appli heat ebert snow march roger smssummit bomb opportun polic gun explos dra suspect easter moneymami
Topic17 rain septemb juli miley emme lollapalooza grace mixtap que independ elev bear feat usa twerk due lolla fourth gunplay
Topic18 award juli lollapalooza mixtap aug que bear lolla bieber allscript zimmerman georg djpierr pride race prod shark phish campaign mtvhoest
Topic19 juli miley feat prod cyru ilo kaleo ave streetrunn vma nsync taylor
Topic20 juli freestyl georg
Table B.5: e most probable terms for topics extracted from temporal model with
10 partitions. e threshold of distribution more than 0.001 has been applied.
Topic1 emmi smoov smwchicago
Topic2 rain content getglu info syria labor
Topic3 djpierr ave pride feat rework pitchfork parad
Topic4 zimmerman pitchfork campaign wavefront fefe newsong getnun fefeondablock freestyl harri kingoop sharknado boppin georg royal
Topic5 miami connect instead constantcontact nba hockey appli trade prom king heyciara nrashow meg lebron detroit
Topic6 somoso
Topic7 onwardlu topic heat kca hire gchi followback snow pro marchmad select allnatur transit rambler pope festiv easter sxsw streak patrick
Topic8 hire snow pope festiv easter sxsw streak patrick intern goodfoodchi irish austin
Topic9 rain opportun blackhawk whackstar ray que monday degre beyonc inaug vote releas inaugur lewi obama tax freshcont goldenglob gay presid
Topic10 appli onwardlu rambler chichat blackhawk whackstar monday degre releas lewi freshcont lanc teachpluschicago system hawk rockboybam girlfriend nhl boozer nye
Topic11 onwardlu followback pope ray beyonc lewi hawk grammi footbal raven justin kelli halim aye superbowl thumb taylor oscar
Topic12 harri followback whackstar beyonc obama freshcont hawk nhl grammi thumb oscar sotu glass ann west cuti harlem contest data
Topic13 chicagonistal taam ebert smssummit bomb gno illinoi earth polic fool websit roger master louisvil nate suspect internet
Topic14 trade ebert smssummit bomb polic roger suspect bostonmarathon rsvp version prize theonlinemom prayer explos moneymami ood
Topic15 parad stanleycup bruin crawford
Topic16 parad meg data stanleycup storm kany letsgohawk bruin shaw champion spur invit appreci court nsa
Topic17 campaign que miley cyru lollapalooza vma jennif lolla
Topic18 feat que lollapalooza mixtap lolla mtvhoest bieber elev kendrick gunplay
Topic19 happ event
Topic20 costum smaer shutdown program ciw
Table B.6: e most probable terms for topics extracted from temporal model with
20 partitions. e threshold of distribution more than 0.001 has been applied.
Topic1 lem happ
Topic2 labor
Topic3 lollapalooza hall wednesday campaign jennif lolla
Topic4 justin zimmerman pride
Topic5 rain stanley storm bruin meg
Topic6 mayo cinco
Topic7 chicagonistal trade wednesday boston ebert explos fool roger master hawk servic
Topic8 brand followback onwardlu kca goodfoodchi austin pope streak
Topic9 wednesday tuesday followback hawk pope grammi sotu raven whackstar earn act kelli star aye superbowl thumb illinoi lewi footbal ray
Topic10 monday holiday whackstar thumb ray cont choic public hockey releas coupl boozer que avail mpoint angel goldenglob irresist trend nye
Topic11 info monday gay chichat lewi releas que lanc presid teachpluschicago degre project inaug inaugur report freshcont beyonc rockboybam fake manti
Topic12 googl followback vote hawk goodmorn cuti whackchat valentin
Topic13 miami streak heat pro michigan topic twiertalk allnatur transit recruit select local host patrick
Topic14 smssummit ood earth marathon prize theonlinemom cnn moneymami
Topic15 chicagonistal meg heyciara nrashow sale entertain detroit
Topic16 wednesday parad spur lebron report score tip invit champion
Topic17 campaign fefe pitchfork royal
Topic18 mtvhoest que miley bieber emme vma feat gunplay
Topic19 emmi women smwchicago
Topic20 costum ciw
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